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Flying Club lands plane on Hwy. 93
^■Plane touches down in
front ofpresident's house.
MACKIE ALL

news editor

page 6

Highs and lows
■ Student-athletes debate the
ups and downs of the sports
world in which they live. Highprofile figures such as Woody
Dantzler, Adam Allenspach
and
former
quarterback
Brandon Streeter speak out on
the tough parts of living as athletes. A parallel article examines the perks of the exclusive
student-athlete world.

Ever been late to class
because of the infamous CAT
bus? Us too. See why Parking
Services should look into giving money to a worthwhile
system.

Students and faculty on their
way to class about 9:30 Wednesday
morning were in for a bit of a surprise: a small plane was using
Highway 93 as a runway. A small,
seemingly innocent traffic jam
sprang up, and while the motorists
idled in their cars, a Cessna 172
(N737RP) made a smooth landing
in front of President Barker's home.
Many students who witnessed
the event were alarmed and feared
the plane was crashing or taking an
emergency landing. A buzz was
heard at the commuter bus stops as
rumors flew over the strange sight.
Junior Kelly Desrocher was
working in Sikes at the time and
saw the plane pass by through a
window.
"The plane was just driving on
the road like a car," she said. "There
was a cop and people taking pictures. I was very surprised."
That plane continued to take a
smooth trip down the street to the
grassy area behind Cox Plaza,
where it parked. Those who witnessed the event may have been
astonished at the sight, but it was
just another safe landing for the
Clemson Flying Club, who flew the

DAN GONZALEZ/photo editor

TAKE IT EASY: Members of the Clemson FlyingClub push their plane down the street in front ofBrackett.
plane
in
for
Wednesday's
Organizations Day.
Flying Club advisor and
University pilot Heyward Douglass
was working the controls that
morning, and though he has
maneuvered this particular stunt
some 20 times over the years, this
was the first year he has ever had
any type of problem.
First of all, due to the fog,
Douglass was not able to land until

Telecommunications
Briefs cuts rates to half-price
fjjefer

Former Employee Arrested
in Residence Hall Incident
Timothy
Wayne
Quesenberry, 34, of Pendleton
has been arrested and charged
with second degree burglary
and peeping in a residence hall
at the University.
Quesenberry was a temporary custodian in
the
University's housing department this summer and entered
the residence hall by using a
stolen access card. The incident
occurred on Aug. 21 between 4
p.m. and 5 p.m. when a female
student reported that she saw a
man looking through the
shower curtain in the second
floor shower area as she was
showering.

Students, Faculty and Staff
Produce "Solid Orange"
Success
Call it "pay back." More than
1,000 Clemson employees
returned a portion of their pay
to the University, making
donations to the school's capital campaign.
More than 5,700 students,
faculty and staff members
made gifts to University programs during the 1999-2000
fiscal year. As a total group, the
number of "Solid Orange"
internal donors exceeded the
goal of 5,600 set at the start of
the year.
Graduate students nearly
doubled their "Solid Orange"
goal, while undergraduate students and on-campus faculty
beat their targets by comfortable margins.

► Former 18 cents a minute
charge is slashed to nine.
JOHN ADAM WICKLIFFE

assistant news editor
Last summer, returning students
found a surprise in their mailboxes
in the form of rate reductions on
long distance provided by the
University.
TigerTel, the student long distance service switched from a flat
18 cents per minute plan to a triad of
calling plans that cater to students'
calling patterns.
The three plans range from a flat
nine cents per minute, seven cents
per minute with a monthly fee and
a 500 minute purchase plan.
"We reduced the rates to be more
competitive with other carriers,"
Randal Davis, telecommunications
director, said. "Market rates were significantly lower than our rates last
year—we had to change to keep in
line with market rates."

Last year's long distance rates
were more than nine cents higher
than comparable services offered by
AT&T, MCIWorldcom and Sprint.
Davis was enthusiastic about the
number of students who have
signed up for alternate calling plans.
TigerTel chose for any student who
had no preference the nine cent flat
rate.
TigerTel's main selling point is
that using the service does not incur
any additional usage or connect
charges, which is a common feature
of other carriers and calling cards.
Concerning pre-paid calling
cards that advertise calls for as little
as pennies, Davis notes that the "ads
[for these cards] are misleading.
They give great rates, but they're not
as good as advertised."
Many pre-paid calling card services add access fees—some as much
as two dollars—to each call made.
SEE

RATES, PAGE 10

9:30 a.m.
"The fog was thick," he said. "You
couldn't see a thing."
Ideally, said Douglass, he would
have been able to land at 8:30 a.m.
"That way you have the eight
o'clock rush, and after that there's
nothing going on - virtually no
traffic," he explained.
But once the skies were clear, the
Cessna lifted off from Oconee
County Airport and headed for the
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HOW IT IS DONE: Clemson underwent examinations in seven categories to attain thisyear's ranking in the popular lineup.

Clemson named 38th
in national ranking
► University is featured in
another worthy magazine.
ADORA

M.

CHEUNG

staff writer

ELIZABETH PARR1SH/ :ali

TALK TO ME: Eric Black talks twice as longfor the same price.

University.
"I was up there flying around for
about seven or eight minutes due to
radio problems," said Douglass of
his second obstacle of the day. Two
of the handheld radios used for
communication were broken.
Fortunately, Douglass had his cell
phone on him and was able to get
clearance for the landing.
Traffic was delayed for only
SEE PLANE, PAGE 11

Can rankings determine
which college is best for a particular student? Every year, U.S.
News & World Report publishes
tables of information that rank
the best national universities,
public national universities,
national liberal arts colleges and
regional schools. While Clemson
was listed as a second tier
national university, the school
had been assigned the 38th spot
as a public national university.
The rankings take into
account seven major factors,
which are given different
weights. They are: academic rep-

utation (25 percent), graduation
and retention rates (20 percent),
faculty resources (20 percent),
student selectivity (15 percent),
financial resources (10 percent),
alumni giving (five percent) and
graduation rate performance
(five percent). All this data is collected through surveys and statistics sent by each school, and
although the rankings were
printed in the Sept. 11 issue, "the
U.S. News & World Report rankings are a lot like the IRS, you're
looking at everything based on
year-old data," said Robert
Bennett, associate director of
admissions.
For the academic reputation
score, which ranges from one
(marginal) to five (distinSEEUSNEWS, PAGE

9
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Questions rise
over Internet
and DVD rips
WlL KlRWAN

staff writer

By now, everybody has heard of
DVD, the discs the size of CDs that
are widely hailed as the end of
VHS. VHS is not the only thing that
DVDs are bringing an end to - the
Internet could be next. In a recent
court decision in the U.S. District
Court for the Southern District of
New York by Judge Lewis Kaplan, it
was ruled that recursive linking to
a site that contains either the
DeCSS source code or the compiled
DeCSS program would become
illegal. DeCSS is a program that is
designed for users of the Linux
operating system to have DVD
capability. However, DeCSS can
also decode and "rip," or copy,
DVDs in a similar manner to the
way many people turn their CD
collections into MP3s. Fearing that
DeCSS would make movies as easily traded as MP3s, the Motion
Picture Association of America
decided that it would try to resolve
.the situation.
Since search engines readily dispense links to pages containing the
DeCSS source code, does that make
them illegal? If so, then then MPAA
member Time Warner, owner of
AOL, is in violation of the statute
against linking to DeCSS. AOL's
search engine has links to several
pages that have the DeCSS source
code posted and readily available.
Because of the ruling, search
engines have become a gray area.
No ruling has been made about
them in court, but the MPAA is in
the midst of filings to have DeCSS
removed from all search engine
databases.
Gregory Kesden, a member of
the computer science faculty at
Carnegie Mellon University, said, "1
don't think very highly of the
Digital Copyright Millennium Act,
but it doesn't have that particular
ill effect. Kaplan gave very careful
consideration to the issue... as well
as to the chilling effect that the fear
of prosecution might have on lawful free expression."
On page 79 of the ruling, Kaplan
states "[Another] concern—that a
liability based on a link to another
site simply because the other site
happened to contain DeCSS or
some other circumvention technology in the midst of other perfectly
appropriate content could be
overkill - also is readily dealt
witk.An essential ingredient, as
explained above is a desire to bring
about dissemination [of circumvention technology]. Hence, a
strong requirement of that forbidden purpose is an essential prerequisite to any liability in linking."
Further blurring the line on the
topic is the fact that several developers have written programs called
DeCSS, simply to make it harder for
the statute to be enforced.
James Burton, a junior at
Clemson, approves of the trickery.
"I think it's great," he said. "It's a
great form of protest."
Frank Shorter, a senior, agrees. "I
think it's honorable for [the developers) to assert this type of nonviolent protest against the MPAA and
other such major organizations
that are more interested in making
money than showcasing their
work," he said.
With the continuous fog surrounding the issue, .it is very questionable as to whether or not the
Digital Millennium Copyright Act
will actually be completely
resolved. Without a concrete definition, search engines become easy
targets to come under fire, since
they readily provide links directly
to DeCSS. Once future rulings on
this are made, and a definition is
given, the entire situation will
become more lucid, and an answer
may be found.
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Knight critic discusses role of athletics on campus
went to my boss and said T
can't teach under these circumstances.'"
U-WIRE) SOUTH BEND, Ind.
The university offered
— In May, Murray Sperber fled to put police in his classes,
Indiana University after receiving but Sperber, who was a
death threats for his criticism of graduate student at a
controversial IU basketball coach tumultuous
Berkeley,
Bob Knight. But Tuesday — a little Calif., campus in the 1960s,
more than a week after Bob declined. He took a semesKnight was fired — Sperber is ter's leave of absence and
back in Bloomington, meeting returned to his native
with his bosses and deciding Montreal, where, as he put
when to return to teaching at the it "no one's ever heard of
school where he has worked since Bobby Knight."
1971.
Sperber was planning
On his way home this week- to go back to Indiana in
end, he stopped at Notre Dame to the spring to do research,
discuss his experience and his and resume classes next
new book.
year, but after Knight's firSperber may not be the average ing last week, the professor
English professor. He is perhaps hopes to .return sooner to
America's foremost critic of col- do what he loves: teaching
lege athletics and has written four students.
books about the subject.
Sperber admitted, howLast spring, he stepped into the ever, that Knight's deparnational spotlight when CNN ture came as a surprise.
released a tape of Knight choking
"Everyone
expected
one of his players and the coach that the end would come
came under review from Indiana. at a parking lot in
Sperber was the only faculty [Purdue's] Mackey Arena,"
member at the school to publicly he said. "No one expected
call for the coach's ouster.
it would happen as it hapThat's when his life changed.
pened."
"I kept speaking out," he said
In the past, Sperber,
Friday at Notre Dame's Hammes whose first book on college
Bookstore. "And as it came closer sports was published in
to that decision in May, I began 1990, had often been called LET ME BE: Bobby Knight faces criticism from co-worker Murray Sperber at
Indiana University whofled to Canada under threat of death.
receiving lots of threats."
for press comment about
"I see dead people," was written Knight's behavior. This experi- overemphasis on college sports.
when it quietly urged Lou Holtz
on a pro-Knight Web site in refer- ence attuned him to the media
"Unfortunately, schools not to resign in 1996. There was never
ence to Sperber and other top attention his university received only neglect undergraduate edu- any major public outcry, as hap"enemies" of the embattled coach. and how it was not for academics cation, but I think, desperately, pened at Indiana last week, and
And there were more personal — for IU's music and journalism they need the tuition dollars there was no doubt about who
attacks, said Sperber, whose programs that are among the best undergraduates bring," he said. was in charge.
phone number is listed in the in the country, Sperber noted — "This is their main source of
"It shows who controls things,"
Bloomington telephone book.
but rather for its basketball pro- income. So they've got to give he said.
"I began receiving huge gram and the basketball coach.
them something for their money,
Unfortunately, Sperber said,
amounts of nasty stuff," he said.
"It
was
Bobby
Knight and increasingly, what it turns Indiana could not follow Notre
"And then the fans discovered University," Sperber said.
out to be is what I call beer and Danie's example, and this created
they could find me by looking in
This pointed to a theme that he circus — a huge party scene, much a lot of problems. The issue
the IU schedule of classes."
has preached throughout his of it revolving around college became public and the public
Sperber had had enough when career — that athletics overshad- sports."
became galvanized, with some on
an anonymous caller phoned the ows academics at many big-name
Notre Dame is not one of these campus supporting Knight and
professor and began reading off institutions.
schools, Sperber said. Since the others backing Indiana president
the list of his classes and room
This is the subject of the book days of Knute Rockne, the Myles Brand. These tensions
numbers for the fall semester as Sperber was at Notre Dame to pro- University has kept its athletic boiled over last week in protests
well as the tutorials of his fresh- mote, Beer and Circus: How Big- department under control and that led to 10 students being
man English class led by teaching Time College Sports is Crippling remained focused on undergradu- arrested and threats against
assistants.
Undergraduate Education.
ate education. And, unlike at Brand and other administrators.
"And I suddenly flashed on
The book's thesis is that large some schools, no Notre Dame
These problems were an outthis vision of one of these lunatics . research universities do not value coach since Rockne has become growth of the same ones that led
coming flying through the door teaching undergraduates, and so bigger than the University.
Sperber to flee to Canada.
and there's this young teaching those students become alienated
Also, Sperber said, Notre Dame
"Although, from my email and
assistant and 25 freshmen and he and spend much of their time set a good example of how to han- such," the professor said, "I've now
gets violent," he said. "And so I partying. And this leads to an dle a potential coaching problem become a hero."
TIM LOGAN

The Observer (U. Notre Dame)

As election approaches, polls face youth apathy
ANDY GOLODNY

Brown Daily Herald(Brown U.)

(U-WIRE) PROVIDENCE, R.I. News of the upcoming election is
difficult to avoid, with the closest
campaign in 20 years and control
of all three branches of the federal
government at stake on Nov. 7. But
despite a closely watched election
year, numerous studies and
experts share a consensus that college students are turned off and
apathetic to the political process.
"Young people suffer an information and skill deficit about politics and the process of voting," said
a survey on youth attitudes by the
National
Association
of
Secretaries of State. "America is in
danger of developing a permanent
non-voting class."
In the last presidential election
in 1996, only 31 percent of eligible
18- to 20-year-olds voted nationally, compared to 67 percent of eligible citizens over 65 and 54 percent
of the total eligible population,
according to Federal Election
Commission statistics. Thirtythree percent of eligible 21- to 24year-olds voted.
Only 46 percent of 18- 20-yearolds were registered to vote in 1996,
the lowest number of any age
group.
"A lot of students feel out of

touch with the process," said Evan
Parness '02, president of the Brown
University College Democrats.
"They see politics as a dirty
business run by money."Dan
Naf talis '04 echoed that sentiment.
"I've lost faith in politics
because I feel like I'm voting for an
image and not for a person," he
said.
"It's like a chicken-and-egg situation," said Darrell West, professor
of political science and director of
the Taubman Center for Public
Policy.
"Students don't vote because
politicians don't pay attention to
them, and politicians don't pay
attention because students don't
vote, creating a vicious cycle."
In Rhode Island, only 52 percent of the voting-age population
voted in 1996, down from 58 percent in 1992.0rganizations both
locally and nationally are leading
efforts to reverse these downward
trends in voting behavior
"We're certainly going to try to
turn things around, but change
has to come from the minds of students," said Ronald King,
spokesperson for the National
Association of Independent
Colleges and Universities.
"The system may not be perfect,
but walking away from it is not a
solution."

Under a mandate by the 1998
Higher Education Act, colleges are
required to make a "good faith
effort" to distribute voter-registration forms to students.
"This bill has been widely promoted state-wide," said Kerry
Brusini, a spokesperson for the
Rhode Island Board of Elections.
"We want to make it as easy as possible for students to have access to
registration materials."
At Brown, student leaders from
a variety of campus organizations
have formed the Brown University
Non-Partisan Get Out the Vote
Coalition.
"Brown students aren't motivated because they get lulled into
thinking that the liberal mentality
around campus is the same everywhere," said coalition member
Jaime Lucove '01.
"We want Election Day to be
more of a celebration and less of a
chore," said Jon Steinberg '03, campaigns coordinator for the College
Democrats. "If students voted more
regularly, politicians would have to
care more."
The coalition is planning to put
tables in prominent locations
around campus with both federal
and Rhode Island forms.
The group also has plans to go
door-to-door in dorms to register
students.

"We want to get out the vote
and educate people in a non-partisan way," Parness said. "We just
want to register as many students
as possible on this campus."
Statistics clearly illustrate,
however, that registering to vote is
not the same as actually voting.
In 1996, 72 percent of the voting-age population was registered
to vote, the highest percentage of
voter registration since records
were first kept in 1960. But from
1992 to 1996, the number of voters
fell by five percent, making 1996
the first presidential election since
1972 that voter registration rose
while turnout declined.
"We have to motivate people
and not only get them to register,
but to go to the polls as well,"
Lucove said.
Many new Web sites such as
election.com are making it easy for
students to register online.
"Online registration is good
because young people are more
likely to use the Internet than
older age groups," West said.
"Students in recent years have
gotten jaded and turned off to politics and opt out of the system,"
King said. "We have to re-capture
the civic pride of past generations."
Most states require registration
forms to be mailed in by Oct. 7, one
month before the general election.
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Clemson tire recycling treads toward cleaner state
^■Six million dollars went
into the project.
SANDI OWENS

staff writer

Recently the University, along
with the city of Clemson, implemented a project that aims to recycle old tires. This project was awarded a $6 million grant from the
South Carolina Department of
Health and Environmental Control
through the Office of Solid Waste
Reduction and Recycling.
The project will receive
$950,000 each year for five years.
"The money each year will be
used to promote projects throughout the state and for materials and
other necessities in order for the
project to run smoothly," said Dr.
Serji Amirkhanian, project manager and director of Clemson's
Asphalt-Rubber
Technology
Service, which is responsible for
conducting the research for the project.
The money in the grant was
given to the University and the City
of Clemson from the state's Waste
Tire Trust Fund. Whenever a new
tire is purchased in the state, a two
dollar fee must be paid on each tire.
The fund receives 44 cents of this
tire fee. The purpose of the fund is
to provide grants to local governments throughout the state in order
to promote the recycling of tires.
Counties throughout the state
will be able to apply for a grant to
receive some of this money and join
the project.
During September, the AsphaltRubber Technology Service will
begin advertising the projects
throughout the state. The project
could possibly involve as many as
four more projects per year. ■. j
In South Carolina alone^aj^rpx-

imately four million tires are
thrown away because they are old,
worn, flat or in some way are
deemed useless for their primary
function. Students examining the
national amount of tires that are
thrown away each year find that
the numbers reach around 270 million.
"By the time we're done, we may
just clear out tires out of our landfills entirely," said Amirkhanian.
With the help of this project,
recycled tires will be used in state
highways, secondary roads, exit
ramps, retaining walls, golf course
cart paths, running tracks and
even erosion-resistant beach walls.
"Dr. Amirkhanian's highly innovative developments in tire recycling will resolve one of the dominant environmental problems facing South Carolinians today," said
Tom Keinath, dean of the College
of Engineering and Science.
This particular project is such a
unique venture in that it is the only
one of its kind in the entire country.
"There is a somewhat similar
project in California, but ours is the
only project which is research-oriented and is developed and implemented through state universities,"
said Amirkhanian. "What we learn
will not only benefit South
Carolina but may have national
implications. This is a great opportunity for Clemson University, the
city of Clemson, and the state to
promote the use of a material that
has so much potential."
Over the next five years, project
partners plan to work together
with statewide communities and
agencies in order to discover and
identify recycling areas for the
tires.
If not immediately, soon there
could be a significant amount of

KALK/scnior staff

REDUCE, REUSE: And, of course, recycle. The City of Clemson and the University teamed up to create new
roads made entirely of shredded tires, reducing waste and potentially improving local life.
waste reduction in the state.
Anywhere between 3,000 to
20,000 tires—ground or shredded—
would be able to be used to pave
one mile of highway or any type of
pavement.
Interstate on ramp embankments could be built from shredded tires. For instance, a two-mile
embankment would need the
equivalent of around one million
shredded tires.
Roads could use grounded bits
of tire—otherwise known as
"crumb rubber"—to provide the
sub-layer for most types of roads. A
two-mile road would need close to
200,000 of these tires.
With uses such as these, the
impact of this project could be significant when considering the

amount of tire waste produced
each year in contrast to the amount
of tire waste that has the opportunity to be used through the implications of this project.
The project will also spend time
providing statewide training, education and consultative services.
"This project has the potential to
improve quality of life for South
Carolinians, not just the quality of
their roads. We're delighted to have
Clemson as a partner and look forward to working together to find
solutions for the state's needs," said
Douglas E. Bryant, the Department
of Health and Environmental
Control commissioner.
Not only does this project provide the chance to significantly
impact the amount of waste reduc-

tion in the state, but it also gives
students, faculty and all other individuals the opportunity to get
involved through educational
insight and research possibilities.
"Although it can be a difficult
task to conduct such a project as
this because there are three different government agencies involved
in it, everyone involved is cooperating so the project is working out
nicely," said Amirkhanian.
"We're glad to be part of this
unique partnership. One of city
council's goals is to look for partnership opportunities with the
University and nearby cities that
can lead to quality-of-life improvements. This one promises to do that
for the entire state," said Clemson
Mayor Larry Abernathy.
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STAFF EDITORIAL

Magic CAT bus
deserves CU money
The wheels on the bus go 'round and
'round—just not always when needed
One's Clemson college life is
never complete without at least one
ride on the infamous CAT bus.
Whether it is coming from a rousing night at one's favorite brewster
or simply catching a ride to class,
every student should be required to
have ridden one of the color designated bus lines. By far, if a freshman
without a car (unlikely nowadays,
but was once actually quite common) needs transportation to one
of the local businesses or apartment complexes, than the CAT bus
is definitely the way to go. And the
NightCat system was ingenious in
keeping at least a few of the campus drunks from getting behind
the wheel. The CAT bus will take
students pretty much anywhere
they may need to go—just not necessarily at a dead certain schedule
if they is wanting to get to class on
time:
This is not to say that the CAT
bus is not reliable per se, but too
many students have arrived on
campus 30 minutes before class,
have parked in areas such as PI
(a.k.a. Kite Hill or BFE) or behind
the stadium and have unfortunately been late to class. For the most
part, the buses are quite punctual,
but the times they are late or
behind schedule are the times that
irk the students the most. The
orange line is pretty steady with as
many as three buses making the
route, so west campus is somewhat
well covered. The blue line on east
campus is a little less tried and true
since generally only one bus is
making runs and, if needed (sorry,
not a guarantee though), the short
bus will help out. Herein lies the
problem.
If the Parking Services gurus are
going to constantly point out that
there is spill-over parking in PI—
the aforementioned east campus

hot spot—then they should somehow secure the students who actually use said lot a dependable transport to the campus proper. Ungodly
numbers of students indeed use
this and its neighboring Cl lot to
park in and need to expect that they
will get to class on time. Yet the
posted time of the CAT bus arrivals
and departures are not set in stone
and attendance is a game that
many students would rather not
gamble with some anal retentive
professors. And seeing as Parking
Services is making goops of dough
from those students who park illegally so that they might make it to
class on time, then perhaps Parking
Services should pair up with the
CAT bus to make some changes.
Ah, but there is one smallproblem. Not many students actually
realize this, but the CAT bus system
is not under the jurisprudence of
the University. The power of where
the buses go, how many there are,
etc. are all decided by the actual
town of Clemson. The CAT bus is a
municipally-run service, and as
such, the town has the last say.
The point is, however, that there
would be no reason for a transit system without the University being
here. Being as such, perhaps Parking
Services should invest in the CAT
bus, maybe even think of buying it.
We need more buses and seeing as
how there is no major parking lot or
garage construction going on, then
surely there must be available funding to prevent students from being
late to class.
The opinions expressed in the lead editorial are written by the editorial editor
and represent the majority view of
THE TIGER senior staff. In representing the majority view, the lead editorial
may not represent the individual view
of any particular member.
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mistake of telling a reporter what is
"happening" in your organization.
Tiger reporters are happy you are
having a good time; but is your
Thursday night meeting newsworthy compared to lead in the drinking water? The reporter has an
obligation to present news to its
audience.
It is possible to fool us. Find true
news value and get that into your
press releases. Call our news desk
and ask for our reporting hunting
dogs because you have a case. Don't
call and ask if The Tiger will be
your free propaganda piece. I hope
for. the journalistic integrity of The
Tig^'reporters that won't happen.
IrP the today's newsroom, journalism isn't too far from the profession it once was. The principles of
journalism are the same. So are the
hearts of the journalists when they
find breaking stories, solid facts, and
news that will enlighten the mind
of man. Marketing and publicity do
not run the newsroom like they so
often run every other aspect of our
lives. It is society that has changed.
Amy Hart is a grad studentfor the
University Union. Email comments
to letters@tiger.clemson.edu.

Letters to the Editor

Printer ANDERSON-INDEPENDENT MAIL

Editor in Chief

Sports Editor
Assistant

Journalistic debates today arise
a dozen more complaints about
around the central theme that
why The Tiger isn't printing the
America has in fact transpress releases that were faxed or eformed journalism.
mailed to it. Guess what? Other colJournalism today balances on a lege newspapers and professional
tight rope of making news and newspapers aren't either. Public
reporting news. Do reporters find relations professionals have estinews and publish stories for the mated that approximately 90 pergreater information of its mass cent of press releases never make it
audiences or do they investigate past the editor's desk. Why? The
what public opinion has already newspaper produces news stories;
created
for
not free ads. You
them? This is
may call Tiger
exactly like
advertising at 656Amy
the saga of the
2167 for publicity.
chicken and
Hart
Being a former
the egg what
PR writer, I do
media graducomes first?
understand
the
ate assistant
I still find
importance of genthose people
erating press in a
who believe that journalists are the competitive media environment.
hunting dogs for news. They find it, To survive you need press, advertiskill it and lay it out for the world to ing and positive public exposure.
read. On the other team are journal- However, it takes a little more work
ist-supporters who believe that and creativity by the public relareporters write on what their mass tions professionals to be considered
audiences will enjoy to read. Most more than a free promotional shot
people at Clemson are on one team by a true reporter.
or the other. The Clemson commuFirst, you need to know what is
nity has an opinion of the media in in the reporter's mind when he/she
general and the journalist's role in is generating news stories. The
society. I know because I hear them. reporters want news that is timely,
I also see dozens of press release prominent, consequential and
faxes that come into The Tiger's news that has an adequate amount
newsroom each week. Then, I hear of human interest. Don't make the
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Playboy shoot pales
to true sorority fun
■ I saw something that confused
me this weekend so I just had to
share my experience with the
Clemson community. 1 seem to
recall a year or two ago that a ZTA
posed for Playboy and was then
voted out of the sorority. Upon
questioning a few ZTAs, I came to
realize that they voted her out
because sororities are supposedly
pure organizations of high moral
character. They dumped her from
the sorority even though she was
not wearing any letters in the picture.
So imagine my surprise when I
saw all these ZTAs lined up along
123 urging people to stop for a car
wash. While that in and of itself
didn't shock me, I did notice a few
ZTAs with signs placed over their
torso that read "topless car wash." I
was absolutely shocked. Did this
sorority finally come to realize that
nudity isn't such a bad thing after
all?
Even though I realized it wasn't
true (after closer inspection), I still
couldn't help but make a comparison between posing nude and the
offering of nude services for money
(maybe Tiger Tails could use some
extra workers). Something tells me

that they did not come to a realization that nudity is OK, something
tells me hypocrisy might have
something to do with it instead.
So I guess the lesson here is that
the next time Playboy wants to
photograph a ZTA, maybe they
shouldn't worry about violating
the sorority's code of conduct and
instead just give them what they
wanted all along, the money.
George Martin

elementary education

Science's inhumane
practices exposed
Eric was shocked when he
learned that they would be dissecting cats in his biology class. Eric
loved cats. Where did these cats
come from? How were they killed?
He decided to find out. He
called a biological supply company. Eric was told that the cats come
from various sources, including
USDA Class B Dealers (licensed to
obtain animals from random
sources, but not to breed them)
and animal shelters. But the
employee he contacted would not
tell him the specific identity of any
of these sources.

In 1994, a team of investigators
from the World Society for the
Protection of Animals traveled to
Mexico, where they found dead
cats destined for dissection being
rounded up from the streets and
killed by drowning ten at a time in
a sack, or by affixing the sack to a
car exhaust pipe. Similar operations were reported in other
Mexican border states. All of these
cats were being shiped to the U.S.
for school dissections.
Essentially, the most basic
information, such as how many
animals are processed yearly, and
animal capture, transport, handling and killing methods, goes
unreported. That needs to change.
But these companies are also subject to the tides of supply and
demand. Erics and Erins of the
world—and their teachers—should
take note.
Jonathon Balcombe

Animal Research Issues
Letters to the editor should be no
more than 500 words. They should
include the author's name, signature, and phone number. They will
be checked for authenticity. Letters
may be edited for clarity and
grammar.
THE TIGER
staff
reserves the right to edit, print or
omit all letters submitted to the
editor.
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Keep it cool behind the wheel Coping with living and waffles
I normally don't do this. What? Use my editorial spot to preach to you kids. Preach?
Yuk! But 1 feel like this is a very important
issue that should be addressed somewhere or
another, and since my creative pot is dry
today, you are going to be the recipient of my
wise counsel and admonition.
Well what is the matter? Wal-Mart? No,
not this time. Alien abductions? Not quite.
Lead in the water? Nothing we can do about
that really! What about parking? Nope, not
that either. The issue is... ugh... reckless driving. What? I'm not a reckless driver, so how
does this apply to me? Someone who is a
reckless driver may force
you to pay the consequences. The next thing I
am going to tell you may
make some of you want to
pack up and go back to
New Jersey. You have
entered a state in which
the death rate from auto
accidents is 60 percent higher than the
national average. Our average death toll from
car crashes is 1,064 per year, with one in 14
people crashing in 1999 and one out of every
69 South Carolinians being injured per year.
Because of these startling statistics, the
SCDOT and Public Safety Commission are
partnering together to revamp the
"Highways or Dieways" campaign that successfully reduced traffic fatalities and accidents when originally enacted in 1988. The
ironic thing is that the new commercial they
have come out with to illustrate the seriousness of this issue details a severe car crash
that killed five people and took place less
than a mile from my home in east Greenville.
There are several reasons why SC could be
having such a problem. First, we are experiencing an economic boom. When industry
moves in, then people come to work for the
industry, then developers build houses for the
people and other businesses come in to fill
the demands for products and services created by all the new people. The traffic created
by the people taxes the roads aj^d highways,
and if the state isn't getting a iotrSf extra
n
money, or is not keeping up with the high
pace of economic growth, the people living

and commuting there must daily face more
treacherous conditions on the roads.
The next reason for this danger is that we
are experiencing a boom in stupidity. People
are just not thinking straight. Bonus question.
What happens when a mass of steel weighing two tons and going very fast happens to
collide with another object? Force, momentum, lets refresh ourselves on all the concepts
we learned in school. In case you slept in science class like me, don't worry. If you really
think hard, you know how dangerous vehicles can be, without weighing in factors of
reckless or drunk driving. And even though
everybody knows that
drinking lots and driving
don't mix, drunk driving is
still the leading cause ofcar
Molly
fatalities. Here (or anywhere
Stenhouse
for that matter), there is
columnist
practically no excuse for
drunk driving, ever. You can
drink downtown and still
take NightCAT home in most cases, if not,
just be smart please- prove your friendships
by offering or asking for a designated driver.
Or walk! You need to lose some extra pounds
after all that beer you had!
Next to drunk driving, reckless driving is
something of which we all must be aware.
Which reckless driving personality type are
you? The race-car driver, red-light runner,
weaver or tailgater? Unfortunately, I must be
honest and tell you that I fit the tailgater profile. Yes, it makes me extremely irritated
when "slower" drivers don't obey the traffic
signs and keep right. And I feel that it is my
duty to show them how I feel about this in a
nonverbal manner. However, no driver is
worth risking harm to a human life, either
another person's or my own.
This campus has been connected enough
with the startling trend of drunk driving.
Encourage safe driving habits. And though
this message hasn't been brought to you by
the Molly Stenhouse Council on Safe Driving,
I promise I will work on mine too.
Molly Stenhouse is ixgrad student in education and student affairs counseling. Email
comments to letters@tiger.clemson.edu.

listened to accounts about it from anyone
willing to tell me their story, fantasized
about my budding social life and academic accolades. I prepared a detailed blueprint for my soon-to-be home, while creating and executing an extensive "to do" list.
As most of you know, nothing can quite prepare you for making the jump to college life.
Mine was relatively smooth. This is of
course, negating the 12-hour drive from
Pennsylvania. Death, war, disease and 12hour car rides from Pennsylvania are
known to tear families apart. This, we managed to survive. There was only one more
thing to do—breakfast.
Normally, an event with
such little significance
m
%
would not deserve mentioning in such a brief
editorial. However, this
was no normal breakfast.
This, my friends, was to
be my first experience at
the apparently infamous Waffle House. As
it turns out, to eat at the Waffle House one
must gradually build up a tolerance to its
food. The same way people in certain areas
of the country can drink water containing
deadly toxins; or, dearer to my heart, the
way Wesley could drink the poison to whisk
away the darling princess in The Princess
Bride. My adjustment to college life coincided with my first Waffle House hangover—
which lasted about three days.
When I arrived on campus, my goal was
to meet new people. Not too difficult considering I live within 50 feet of a hundred guys.
You can count on them to stumble by late
on Sunday nights to share some words of
particular inspiration. It is, however, a considerably more difficult task to meet members of the opposite sex. I have a common
disorder know as "terrible-at-talking-togirls-I-don't-knowitus," an ailment often
characterized by heart palpitations with
incomprehensible and/or choppy speech
patterns. This would be slightly easier to
overcome if women didn't travel in herds
around campus. Mobs of girls somehow
manage to giggle, walk and talk, not only in
the same fashion, but also in unison.

I

What can Clemson do to improve the CAT bus system?

management
junior

"Nothing. It's great. Well, a couple of
the buses are old and could be updated. If they got a couple standard sized
buses for each side of campus, it would
stop students from waiting."

Dan Lilly is a freshman majoringin
philosophy. Email comments to
letters@tiger.clemson.edu

The Editors' Corner

SPEAKINGOUT

James N. Sweeney

Impressive as their talents may be, I find it
difficult to approach these units, which in
extreme cases, number in the hundreds.
All this talk of socialization is nice, but
the real reason I'm here is to learn, become a
more dynamic human being, etc. This is all
so I can someday schmooze with the elite
and not make an ass of myself. But as it
turns out, my major of philosophy is a dead
end and will be quite inefficient in helping
me arrive at my goal. You'll probably never
catch yourself complaining about those
damn philosophy grads who think they're
all bad with their fancy cars and Armani
suits. So if things don't
work out for me in the professional world, I can
always do what I really
Dan
want to—become a rock
Lilly
star. Rock stars do their fair
columnist
share of schmoozing and
get to rule the world while
they're at it. However, most
of my friends and relatives are quick to
remind me that rock stars most oftentimes
have talent.
Taking this into account, I have figured a
way to start chasing my goals here at
Clemson. Since it is painfully clear that I
can't sing or play guitar well, I have decided
that for the time being my best option is to
write a bi-monthly column for the beloved
Tiger. Here I can share the thoughts, ideas,
dreams and aspirations that I have for this
University, our society and all of humanity.
But more importantly, I hope to use this as a
means for self-promotion. Not only will this
look fantastic on my resume, but a thumbnail picture of "yours truly" will be included
with every installment. This will, in effect,
start me off on my path to stardom.
Call to me on the street, invite me to your
parties, befriend me, make me feel included
and surround me with beautiful women. I
have started on my path into the sunset: fortune, fame, legend, illegitimate children and
drug addictions—the whole works.

Kellie Smith

political science
junior

"Sometimes in waiting for it, it has
never shown up or it's so late that it's
made me late for class."

Matt Morgan

animal food
industry
grad student
"I never really had a problem. Waits are
usually pretty short."

Ellis Pittman

industrial management
sophomore
"Get younger people to drive because
the older people drive too slow. The bigger buses are an improvement and
overall it's OK, but the driver in the
commuter lot waits too long."

Lee-Ann
Williams

marketing
junior
"Regulate the buses more frequently.
Bigger buses are much nicer and fit
more students. It's a pain to be late for
class [because of] waiting on a bus."

Republicans set to begin
production of middle class
Scientists have been working around the clock finalizing their "Blueprint for
the Middle Class." The blueprint
was secretly leaked to George W
Bush who prematurely released
an outline of the document
claiming it as
his own. The
blueprint's
designers,
upset by its
early release,
claimed the
document was
economic, not
political.
Top managers and industrialists close to the project have confirmed the blueprint's completion. During its developmental
phases the blueprint was referred
to by its code-name "yuppie 2.0."
Sources close to Bush commented, "Despite the controversy,
we guarantee production will
begin well in advance of the Nov.
7 deadline. The "Blue Print for the
Middle Class" is fundamental to
the Bush campaign. This project
represents the hard work of
many scholars and industrialists."
While the actual blueprint
has not been released, there has
been some speculation about its
design and conformity. Reports
indicate the blueprint includes
one GAP T-shirt, a Motorola cell
phone capable of hands-free
operation, a two-car garage and
sunshine. It is even rumored that
there is a shiny red car in the

garage.
"Though we cannot reveal all
the details at this point, we can
tell you this: Our middle class
will be able to afford more cell
phones, BMWs, TVs and DVD
players than the current version.
The new middle class will
have
everything it needs
to be happy.
The solution is
economic," stated one Bush
aide who was
familiar with
the blueprint.
The existence of such a blueprint raises some very important
legal and ethical questions. Some
anti-Bush activists have claimed
this could affect the outcome of
the November election. But Bush
supporters claim there is no reason to worry because the blueprint is nonpartisan. Designers
claim the middle class will function perfectly, regardless of
whether Gore or Bush wins.
Manufacturers are planning
to begin production on college
campuses across the country as
soon as they receive final copies
of the blueprint. College, the traditional breeding ground for the
middle class, was the ideal location to begin production since
the infrastructure was already in
place. Planners at this institution
have praised Bush's blueprint as
an insightful glimpse of the
future. The solution is economic?
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\Looking on the bright side
\

KATIE SMOAK

kassistant time out editor

A S Clemson's
athletics continue
^to gain national
^attention,
^rnany must
wonder
khow the
h -

excel not only in sports, but also
manage to succeed in academics.
The answer is time management.
The athletic department emphasizes that while physical ability is
necessary to compete in sports
events, knowledge is powerful
when preparing for the real world.
One of the many advantages of
participating in athletics is the
academic support that can be
found in Vickery Hall. Vickery
Hall is home to the Student
Athlete Enrichment Programs.
The programs offer many aspects,
including academic counselors
who are available for consultations, and monitored study halls
where athlete can be tutored.
Director of the Student
Athlete
Enrichment
^^Programs, William J.
V^^L D'Andrea, believes that
p^^^ the athletes appreci, ate the
tl opportunities that they
receive. "I think
anybody on a
team ros^kter can

Vickery Hall and find not only
academic support, but also are
privileged because they are getting
more one-on-one attention, learning new study techniques, and are
prioritizing their time easier."
D'Andrea also said that another
advantage is that athletes
endorse themselves personally.
"The revenue producing sports
allow the athletes to gain more
confidence when they are doing
interviews on radio and television.
This way they are not only representing their teams, but they are
also advertising themselves for the
future."
Senior Jason Holloman, a starting defensive tackle on the football
team, agreed that the public's
attention has brought unexpected
pleasures. "It's beneficial being a
football player, because you get to
meet so many people. People will
come up to you and congratulate
you on a good game and it really is
a great feeling."
However, it is not just the fans
who make athletes feel proud. It is
not only the from the athletic
come to department, but also from their
teammates that has made a difference.
Freshman Kanetra Queen, a
point guard for the women's basketball team said, " I think that
\
^kbei
being on the team has allowed me
to establish friendships and has
also helped me to discipline
myself to study more often."
team meetings, or the time spent in
Athletes
have
the training room. A University of
learned that mulNorth Carolina Press survey report- t h e^^^ titasking is not
ed that during the season, student- close^^
lose^
only valuable,
athletes at Division I schools spend of their ^^ but it is also
50-60 hours a week devoted to their e i g h t h^^k pertinent
chosen sport. This is more hours s e m e s t e r^^^
than most people spend at work, This comes
and it is important to remember into when a ^PROS
that most jobs are not as physically student-athlete
demanding.
wants to change: his^^
t\
"It is really like a full time job or her major.
along with college," said linebacker
For example, if a
Chad Carson. "We don't have a day student-athlete has made
of the week when we aren't doing 50 percent progress
football."
PRTM and they suddenly
If student-athletes are not log- decide they want to change to
ging hours on the field, they are log- history, he or she cannot
ging hours in the classroom. After because it would affect his or
all, they are students first and ath- her eligibility.
letes second.
"It kind of says to the stuHowever, student-athletes are dent-athlete, look, you find
going to miss class because atten- something that interests you
dance at away games is mandatory. stick your nose to it and you
Athletes have to be willing to study stay with it," said Assistant
at all times, and most board their Athletic
Director Bill
bus with a book bag and a gym bag. D'Andrea. "When your eligi"My classmates tell me that I am bility is up you should be, if
lucky because I get to travel," you jumped through these
.id Lady Tiger Krystal hoops, able to see the light at
Scott. "But missing the end of the tunnel."
class is the hardest
For most athletes, the ultipart of being an ath- mate goal is to play profes
ete. I'd rather be sional sports. The sad reali
there, so I wouldn't ty is that only three per
ave to do it on my cent of college seniors
own, or depend on will play in a profes
•another one of my sional
league
classmates to help me Clemson athletics
catch back up."
is not designed to
Most students also be used as a platfail to realize that prefe- form to the NFL
rs expect athletes to turn in or NBA. This
the assignments before they added pressure
for games. There are also does weigh on the
Dther academic issues student-ath- student.
letes encounter with which regular
"Today's athletes
students do not concern themselves. are different from
Athletes must be enrolled in 12 what they were 15 to 20
hours to be able to practice and years ago," said D'Andrea.
compete. They have to pass a mini- "It is a lot harder because
mum of 24 hours a year. Lastly, they the
competition
has
have to meet NCAA satisfactory increased. Before, you probaprogress requirements, which bly emerged because of your
means a student-athlete must have athletic skills. Now weightlift
completed 25 percent of their credit ing and certain routines can bring is difficult."
level course work at the end of their them up to the speed that you are at.
Student-athletes also
fourth semester, 50 percent at the If you don't keep those competitive
have to deal with the expectations
end of their sixth, and 75 percent at edges and eat right and train right, it placed on them by their coaches,

V

Less time,
more worries
HOLLI ARMSTRONG

assistant sports editor

Thfiil* life seems glamorous.
They wake up at around 7:30 in the
morning and grab a bit to eat. They
sit through an eight o'clock class
trying to keep their eyes focused on
the board, then they head to the
next class. Before they know it,
lunchtime is upon them. Some may
have more classes, but unlike the
traditional student, student-athletes
do not head back home to watch
soaps or take a nap. Instead, athletes
head out to the practice field, sometimes staying as late as 7 p.m.
stop is the dinner
table, then it is
to hit
h

he
'bed.
This
iedule just covers the basics, it does not
r
mention the hours the team
spends on a bus traveling to
ran away venue, the preparafor a home game, added
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for them to create a routine by
which they can abide. Another
asset that the programs at Vickery
Hall promote are learning to juggle time between athletics and
academics. D'Andrea said, "There
is a small percentage of some athletes that can do it on their own,
but a majority of the students are
in need of the tutors, academic
support and priority scheduling
because they have to miss classes
for competition and practices. We
are here with ample resources, but
they finish all the work on their
own."
Sophomore Heather Crowe, a
basketball guard, understands
how traveling and getting behind
can effect ones attitude on studies.
"We need the extra help, because
we travel a good bit. So the tutors'
availability becomes very helpful
after an away game."
While some team members
gripe about the constant trips on
the road, many students feel that
this is the way they have gotten to
see bits and pieces of the United
States.
Holloman said, "Truthfully,
before I came to Clemson, I had
never really traveled, but since I
have been here, I have visited different states, allowing me to view
other college campuses and compare their football programs."
Senior Catherine Galvin, a former tennis player, said, " I liked
traveling to different tournaments
because there were places that I
visited that I had never imagined.
Being an athlete has brought me
some great benefits, including
helping me to grow up a lot. Your
maturity level increases and you
become not only more organized,
but also determined."
Athletes can feel overwhelmed,
and despite the fa.ct that they I
only four years ofeligibility to {
their desired sport, many athletic
scholarships are -offered for five
years, so some of the pressure is
reduced. Besides expanding the
time frame for scholarship usage,
the athletic department offers a
network of connections by implementing athletes into the working
force.
There is a full time career
enhancement specialist who is
assigned the responsibility to help
the student-athletes meet their
career goals.
This is done by not only introducing athletes to part-time jobs,
but also is used to find summer
jobs, internships and practical
experiences.
The program can begin to chart
one's career as early as freshman
year.
At any university, being a student-athlete can have both its ups
and downs, but Clemson athletes
believe that they are lucky to have
found so many opportunities and
resources available to them. And
they are grateful for the support
and new endeavors. Crowe said, "I
guess as a student athlete, you get
to experience so much. It really
opens your eyes to your surroundings."

I
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injuries. The average'student does
not have to cope with stress fractures, broken limbs and pulled
muscles. Injuries can wipe out an
entire season for an athlete.
"My
roommate,
Chuck
Gilmore, is injured right now, and
it is hard not doing things that you
are used to doing," said Solomon.
"He's been here two years and he is
used to coming into practice every
day. Now he isn't really around the
guys. He is red shirting. He is facing surgery. You have to be tough
and have a tough mind when you
are going through something like
that."
For Streeter, who dislocated his
ankle, just getting to class was a
hassle. He had to leave early so that
he could crutch himself to class
and carrying books was also a
pain. Driving was impossible, plus
he had to go through rehabilitation.
Despite the disadvantages,
most athletes are getting a free
education and the chance to play a
sport they love. They are also subject to certain stereotypes.
"A lot of students don't understand what we do," said Streeter.
"They think we get all this great
food, and they think where we eat
down in Schilletter has all the
unbelievable great food, but it's the
exact same food everybody else
eats upstairs."
"They think we get money,
but what we get is a scholarship,
there isn't any extra money. They
also think that teachers favor
student-athletes.- I've never been
favored. We go out there and play
and make a lot of money for the
University, and we do deserve
something."
Other athletes just want regular students to understand what
they are all about.
"It is a nasty stereotype that is
out," said quarterback Woody
Dantzler. "I would ask them to
follow me and do what I do for
one day. Just be out there at practice with me, and stand on the
sideline and be there with me the
whole time. Just for one full day,
and then let them see it they still

OGJvS

fans and family.
Former Clemson quarterback
Brandon Streeter remembers the
pressure he felt the first year he
started.
"It was hard for me that first
year," said Streeter. "You are in the
spotlight as a quarterback, so
when you lose, you get a lot of the
blame and when you win you get a
lot of the praise."
The aura of Clemson with its
great traditions creates a lot of
pressure for the student-athlete.
"A lot of times we don't realize
that they need some time during
the week to do something for
them. That is a reoccurring message I get from my team, and we
try to be sensitive to that," said
Lady Tiger Head Coach Jim Davis.
"We do want them to know
what it is like to be a student and
be a part of student life. We don't
want basketball to totally dominate their time," said Davis.
In reality, student-athletes do
not have time to just hang out.
Senior basketball player Adam
Allenspach admits that playing
ball has hurt his social life. "As far
as making friends and being in a
fraternity, it is next to impossible
with basketball."
The athletic department
admits that it does not have as
many athletes as it would like
involved in student government,
attending Tillman functions, or
writing for The Tiger. Over time,
they hope this will change.
"I really don't think students
can completely understand how
significant the commitment to be
an athlete is," said D'Andrea. "Not
only is it time, consuming, it is
whole life consuming.
They spend most of their time
with teammates and less time
with non-athletes. They also live
im# "fishbowl" where t|ieir every
mow is scrutinized by the media.
Athletes are automatic role models.
"The media looks at you and
thinks you shouldn't do anything
wrong," said basketball player
Will Solomon. "But this is life,
and you can't be perfect."
"If you are a regular student, there is just going to a little article in the paper, if you
are an athlete, you are going to
be on the front page and
everybody is going to know
Don't listen. Choose.
about it. It is something you
have to live with, because it
should be something you
Paid Internships
want to do," said Solomon.
Streeter remembers having
for college students to
to meet with the media on
promote ClickRadio
Tuesdays at 11 a.m. "As a footon and around campus.
ball player, we take our free
time very seriously, and somePassion for music,
times you are there for an hour
marketing & cool
and you think to yourself 'I
technology necessary.
could be home taking a nap.'"
"Sometimes the media tries
to get you to say thing you
Send resume to
don't mean to say, just so they
interns@clickradio.com
will have something.to print.
We have to be careful," said
Streeter.
WWW.CLICKRflDIO.com
Athletes also have to be
cautious when it comes to
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Prisoners of war and those missing in action were honored hy
these cadets at an army ceremony

think we have it easy."

SCOOTER REPAIR
Eddie Pennebaker
404 Rock Creek Rd.
Clemson, SC 29631
654-7209
e-mail eddiepen@bellsouth.net
SPIN

NOW

your help, we hope to reach the goal of $6 million in a single day — 1.00% of which goes directly to the
Susan G. Komen Foundation for research, education, screening and treatment programs. Please see your
Lee National Denim Day Event Coordinator to sign up. You could help save the life of someone you love.

CONTACT:
Angie McHenry
656-1564
amchenr@clemson.edu

www. denimday. com

H

National Denim Day"
t o b e r

6,

0 0 0

uim*

engine, tire, and body repair
pick up and delivery available
buy and sell used scooters
locally owned and operated

AIR FORCE
ZZZHUIC

Every 3 minutes someone's mother, wife,
sister, or friend is diagnosed with breast cancer.
Denim Day*. On Friday, October 6, donate $5 to breast cancer research and wear your jeans to work. With

*

F>n

CUCKRRDIO

Help us fight the disease that will take the lives of 41,000 women this year by participating in Lee National
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SENIORS

JUNIORS

The Air Force will PAY
for Graduate School!

Need some $$ to replace
the LIFE scholarship?

Fall 2000 Qualifications
•
•

Full Time student in ANY
major (Undergrad. or Grad.)
Have at least 2.00 CGPA
Graduate in Spring/Summer of
2002
Attend 5-week field training
training summer of 2001
Pass Air Force Officer
Qualification Test
Interested? Contact Captain Iseman or
Sergeant Gaskin today)
E-mail: eiseman@clemson.edu
mgaskin@clemson.edu

Qualify this Fall 2000 and receive
$3450/vr for books and tuition
PLUS
$200/month spending money
Pass physical fitness test and
medical exam

Call 656-3256/3673 or
come by and visit at 300 Tillman Hall
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Public bathing raises money for Habitat project
soggy participants in the event,
members of the sororities asked
pedestrians and motorists for
their spare change in the name of
Habitat for Humanity. In addition
to the similar Thursday happenstaff writer
ings in Cox Plaza, over $1,900 was
Soaked women flopped around raised that will go toward the coninside their small wading pools as struction of Habitat houses later
water spilled onto College Avenue this year.
"We thought it was a good way
last Friday.
The Kappa Kappa Gamma and to incorporate our tradition and
Chi Omega sororities were get involved in the community at
answering the call of Clemson's the same time," said Ashleigh
Blitz Build. The nation's first stu- Foard, Chi Omega recruitment
dent-led Habitat for Humanity chair.
Sroject, it will build at least five
Kappa
Kappa
Gamma
ouses this February in addition President Anna Corpening and
to the traditional house raised on Chi Omega President Denise
Bowman
Field
during Cascbne decided to team up for
Homecoming Week. Costing the occasion. For many of the
about $45,000 each, the houses women who have recently
will get a quarter of their funding pledged, this was their first big
from student organizations. event. Kappa Kappa Gamma has
Several groups have signed con- 54 new pledges, while Chi Omega
tracts as to the amount of money ended up with just one more,
they will donate and more will totaling 55.
follow during the "covenant sign"It's really awesome that we did
this together," Corpening said.
ing" this Sunday.
The two sororities got a jump "Kappa and Chi-0 are quite comon their commitment by restoring petitive during rush, but afterthe Rub-a-Dub, a fundraising wards we are all really good
theme used several times during friends and try to work together
the 1970s. Amidst shrieks from for things like this." '

^-Sororities and other
groups pledge economic support for cause.

When asked about the unusual
nature of the event, Cascone
explained, "Since this was our first
fundraiser ever, [we] really wanted
to be the first organizations to
stand out and let everybody know
who we were and why we were
raising this money."
Both of the organizations are
contributing three hours per
member to the Blitz Build, which
will occur during a two-week
period beginning Feb. 17, 2001.
The two sororities make up a
small portion of the 4,000
Clemson students volunteering
their time to the cause.
Involvement activities range from
architectural planning, which is
already underway, to the construction of the houses that go to
families who are in need of affordable housing.
"Eight families are living in
their own homes because of the
work of Clemson's students. This
October, a ninth will watch their
house being built," noted Chris
Heavner, Lutheran campus minister and faculty Habitat sponsor.
"Come February, another five to
seven will have a house built by
the students at Clemson. Time
Magazine had their own criteria

for selecting Clemson as the
'Public University of the Year.' I
think the students' commitment
to serving our neighbors in need is
what really sets this University
apart."
The project is a joint effort
between the Pickens County
Affiliate of Habitat for Humanity,
the Clemson University Student
Chapter, and the City of Clemson.
It has grown from one
Homecoming house to its current
larger scale, made possible by a
$398,000 community-development grant the City Council
received over the summer.
Clemson University Habitat
Chapter President Rachel Ferner
has been involved with Habitat for
eight years, working on projects in
several other states as well as
Honduras.
She spent the past two years
directing Clemson projects.
Wayne Watson, current graduate
student and construction coordinator, has worked with the program for 12 years.
Members have expressed that
Watson giving up a high paying
job to help those in need as being
inspirational.
"I think working with Habitat

for Humanity is somewhat addict
ing," commented Ferner. "There is
so much to learn. From construction, to the reasons why people are
living in substandard housing, to
the stories of the community we
live in, Habitat teaches about others and what you can give. Service
learning is a great way for students to learn both in and out of
the classroom with hands on
experience"
"What is really great about
Habitat is that anyone with or
without experience can help
make a difference is another's life
by simply just giving of themselves,"
explained
Clemson
Habitat Vice President Tabitha
Home.
Students who want to get
involved with this year's project
are welcomed. They are encouraged to attend regular club meetings, donate their money and
labor, and solicit others for donations of time, money or materials.
The
next
meeting
is
Wednesday, Sept. 27, in Brackett
100 at 8 p.m. A detailed presentation about the Blitz Build and
updates on the Homecoming
effort will be covered at this meeting.

FLYINGHIGH

DAN GONZftLEZ/photo editor

This bird's eye view of the campus was taken at 2,000 feet, courtesy of the Clemson Flying Club.

Mini-Semester
Register Now

Earn a lull semester's credit in just eight &eeks with Midlands
Technical College's mini-semester. Classes start October 16 and
end December 11. More than 80 classes are available in the
mini-semester. Many Midlands Technical College classes
transfer to Clemson University. For more information, visit
www.midlandstech.com or call (803) 738-8324.

differently. Work differently.

andstec
No Late Fee

♦

_ Midlands

+ Technical

Registration Ends October 12 • (803) 738-8324

Final
Chance to
Have Your
Picture in
the Yearbook:!
McGrath Studios will take pictures the weeks of

September 25 and October 2 from
11:00-6:00 on the 3rd floor of the Hendrix Center.
Seniors can schedule appointments by logging onto
www.mcgrathstudios.eom Our school code is CL01.
The third character is a zero. There is a $10.00 sitting tee.
Juniors, sophomores, and freshmen can drop by anytime between 11:00-6:00.
If you have any questions, call 1-800-676-1155
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guished), Clemson received an
average three. U.S. News & World
Report rankings give this factor
the heaviest weight because it
believes that a degree from a more
distinguished school help a graduate gain admission to a top graduate school or be offered a high
salaried job. Thus, according to
this small description, should it be
assumed that Clemson graduates
will attend only "average" graduate schools and be offered "average"-payingjobs?
According to Catherine Watt,
assistant director of Institutional
Research, this is not true.
"Academic reputation has solely to
do with the reputation of the program.
"For example, the provost at the
University of Maryland gets a survey to rank Clemson's engineering
program. If they have never hired a
professor or never ran into a graduate from Clemson, they simply
don't know...Clemson does not
produce a huge number of doctoral graduates who are going into
academia to become professors. It
is not what we are known for, so
when you ask presidents and
provosts to rate a school, they
think of what they know... so they
are not thinking about Clemson's
good SAT scores. It is a very limited
knowledge field [USNews & World
Report] is asking about. For example, they don't go out and ask
Michelin or other companies in the
Greenville area what they think of
Clemson graduates. They are
going only within higher education and it is a very narrow focus."
Bennett agreed with Watt's
assessment of the ranking system,
"A lot of the academic rankings are
done based on the perceptions of
colleagues of different institutions.
As a result, a perception, while
becoming reality when coming
out in the U.S. News & World
Report rankings, is still a perception and a perception by colleagues is often made through people they have met, people they have
talked to, or in the worst case scenario, things they have heard,
some which may good and some
which may not be good," he said.
Some colleges spend significant
amounts of money to improve
their academic image for these
types of rankings. However, as
Watt pointed out, "Clemson has
not spent millions of dollars for a
good ranking. This is something
that has come naturally because of
the focuses the University is taking, and that is a great thing."
Watt also added, "The goals for
Clemson's future are many. I think
that the president is flexible
enough to see that there are good
points of Clemson,. just as Time
magazine just pointed out, and he
recognizes that U.S. News & World
Report has just changed their
methodology. And if they change
it every year, it will be very difficult to predict if we will rise in the
rankings.
For example, [U.S. News &
World Report] said that the
California Institute of Technology
was first last year. Then two people
said that there is no way that Cal
Tech could be number one. Well,
then there is something wrong
with the methodology to begin
with, so they just changed it so
another school would be number
one. Sometimes it doesn't make
sense."
"Bennett also expressed the
same discontent with U.S. News &
World Report's methodology
changes, "Frankly, I am not sure
the whole survey is fair. They try
their best job to come up with
things that will accurately assess
certain parts of an institution. To
me, I'm unclear to what the real
goal of the survey is. If it is truly to
select the top institutions of the
country, to me, we shouldn't have
any radical changes. In other
words, a school fourth or fifth one
year cannot be ranked twentyfifth the. following year, whether

they change criteria or not," he
said.
However, barring no significant
changes, the Clemson community
seems to express the same enthusiasm to do better than 38. "You
should always try to do better than
you are. We should make every
attempt to be better," said Ray
Christopher, assistant professor of
geological sciences.
Clemson student Stacey Lang
yields to the same conclusion, "It's
good but it's not good enough. We
should never be satisfied. We
should always be looking to do
better." Steps have already been
taken to see how Clemson can
become better. In a memorandum
prepared by Watt and sent to
Thornton Kirby, executive secretary to the Board of Trustees, Watt
recommended three objectives to
improve Clemson's chances of rising in the rankings: increase educational expenditures, increase
faculty salaries and increase academic reputation. An example of
possible solutions includes creating a research caliber library.
Clemson has only one million
volumes of books while the
University of Minnesota, a comparable school, has 5.6 million volumes. Also, Clemson's faculty
salaries are significantly lower
than most top 20 colleges. If professors earned the same as their
peers working in prominent
research institutions, Clemson
would be able to attract more top
graduates. In essence, these
changes would expand Clemson's
growing reputation.
David Fleming, director of
Institutional Research, figures that
the number of students at
Clemson also affects the rankings,
"If you take the number of people
who have graduated from
Clemson in 108 years, we are still
compared to Michigan State who
have six and a half times as many
graduates in their 100 and some
odd years, so they have a lot more
donations and things like that.
Plus, the lowest of the top 20 produces almost 400 PhDs a year and
we only produce 100.
"So getting our word and our
recognition out is very hard for our
institution," he said. Hence, another goal is to increase the number of
graduate degrees award and to see
graduates going into academics at
other top institutions.
Most
importantly,
Watt
advised, "I have encouraged the
president [that] as a University [we
need] to become more active
nationally, that we [should! start
participating in presidential[ly
endorsed] forums ... that our board
and provost become more active in
bringing people here so people can
see what we do."
However, as far as changing
anything, "[Clemson's administration] does what is right for the
University in order for us to believe
in our educational programs that
we offer and to strengthen those.
But there are benchmark institutions that we look at and say we
need to be a little bit more like
them ... 1 think we are on the right
track. The president is on the right
track to making things better and
[to] achieve the goals in rising in
the rankings. We are going to do
something right for Clemson, and
if it also means rising in the rankings, then that's great," said
Bennett.
According to Watt, "surveys
have shown that only 11 percent of
potential college students actually
took at or use college rankings in a
magazine such as U.S, News &
World Report."
Whether this 11 percent is
important enough to scrutinize
over is another debate within
itself.
"Thirty-eight is a very good
ranking for [Clemson]. I think it
means a good deal. Obviously not
as much as [Time's Public College
of the Year award]... this is the one
that is really cutting the mustard
for us. But as far as being in the top
38.1 think it is something Clemson
can be justly proud of, but under

the same token, students and parents have to select colleges based
on criteria beyond U.S. News &
World Report. Unfortunately, a lot
of students and parents are looking for sound bites and things to
make a very important decision,
very quickly and perhaps even
rationally. And I hope people are
making the decisions they want.
Clemson is ranked 38 and xyz

school is ranked 44, so obviously
Clemson is so much better, that is
where we need to go. I think there
is some that that goes on. Students
need to look beyond a magazine's
report," concluded Bennett.
Edward Tenner, a former professor and researcher at Harvard,
Princeton and Rutgers University,
wisely concluded, "While the U.S.
News & World Report ratings are
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an excellent measure of many
qualities that matter in education,
a school's overall rank should be
far less important in your analysis
of where to go than the details of
what a school offers to you... Above
all, don't listen to anxiety mongers.
Selective schools aren't and never
were the gatekeepers of opportunity. You're the one who holds the
keys."

Congratulations to
the 2000-2001
Freshman Council:
Hailey Ahlfinger
Allison Amick
Katherine Bailey
Rachel Bane
Drew Blass
Brooke Burge •
Todd Chalk
Denisha Champion
Katie Cosgrove
Jennifer Criscola
Candice Culbertson
Dan Czekalski
Ashley Dahl
Jessica Daniels
Blair Dobson
Mollie Driscoll
Nikki GarntoJennifer Garrick

Adam Hammond
Amy Hastie
Adam Heieck
Kaete Hoyt
Patrick Maclsaac
Matt Mill
Drew Niederriter
Robert Pan
Carla Perkins
Colleen Reedy
Kate Ristroph
Blair Rollins
Stephanie Shafer
Christine Sloyer
Morgan Sykora
Chris Teixeira
Amanda Wilson
Morgan Young

These students represent the
newest additions to the CU
Student Government family, and
will be serving as members of
the executive branch.
Welcome aboard!!!

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY

GOVERNMENT

TSTTR
\Help Us Celebrate Our 1st Anniversary]

For
Hearty
INCLUDING
Choice of 2 Side Items
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First Year!

4119 Clemson Blvd. • 864-225-2455
I OPEN

DAILY FOR DINNER

•

9

LUNCH FRIDAY, SATURDAY

&

SUNDAY

HANDCUTSTEAKS
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BE ONE OF THE BAD BOYS.

CALL AD PRODUCTION
656-4306

RATES

FROM PAGE
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This is accomplished by deducting
more minutes from the student's
account than are actually used.
Discount plans offered by other services also add hidden charges such
as taxes and other government fees,
access charges and minimum
monthly charges that artificially
inflate the student's bill. Adding
these costs up can make some calls
cost as much as a quarter per
minute.
TigerTel's long distance service
only incurs a monthly fee if the
seven cents per minute plan is chosen. TigerTel's only other charge
besides long distance charges is the
state sales tax. The service also uses
a peak time rate in which all calls
made from 8 a.m. until 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday are nine
cents a minute, no matter which
plan the student chooses.
"Usage dropped precipitously
last year, but we expect and have
seen increased usage [since the price
change]," Davis said.
The University uses any profits
made by the TigerTel service to support and improve other student services such as the campus emergency telephone system, lines used
for automated class registration and
grade distribution via the tele-

22,200f)

phone, campus telephone system
and data wiring for the computer
labs and residence halls.
Emergency service funding
became an issue during the investigation of student's use of the
Dialpad.com service last semester.
Already underfunded, Davis then
said that if student use of
Dialpad.com increased, emergency
service.funding would also lessen.
Davis now says that even with
what could be half the profits raised
from long distance lines, revenue
will continue to be stable because of
raised line rates, the rate charged for
the use of lines paid by University
Housing and other University
departments. This stable revenue
currently maintains current emergency service facilities but "reduces
these funds for new services."
"Instead of installing two emergency phones in a parking lot, we'll
install just one," Davis said.
Tim Kelly, a sophomore majoring in engineering, was enthusiastic
about the new rate plans. Kelly does
not currently use the University's
system, but "believe[s[ that the new
rates will make me prone to use the
University's long distance."
Students are encouraged to visit
the TigerTel office on the first floor
of the Hendrix Student Center or
call 656-2550 for more information
about the rate plan changes.

Woocttiaven GOK

"Lar0e&t On Course Pro Shop In The Upstate'1
"Name brand equipment with a tow price guarantee"

■ Public 9 hole golf course &
driving range
• Affordable Golf for Students
■ Green Fee just $7.00 for 9 holes

1 Mile East Of The Pendleton Town Square
Cherry Street • Pendleton, SC
For More Information Call 646-9511

°^B
NOW PLAYING IN THEATRES EVERYWHERE

SS-3

Division of Long Arm Enterprises of S.C., Inc.
WWW.BrassMonkevCluh.com

Open Tuesday - Sunday @ 4pm
• Weekday drink specials
• SATURDAY - Sept.23 - RazzMaJazz

2
■ llllliiini
fF
ISA
SATURDAY - Sept. 30 - Wanda Johnson
hnson Show[

fee■ ■■iiiiiiniiiiiiiiimi
YOUR HOME FOR BLUES & JAZZ !
213-A Main Street, Central (Next to Villa Luigi)

864-639-1660

Kaplan gets you in,
Business School

Graduate School

. Law School

University Entry

©©©©©
Medicai School

Dental School

oicai Licensure

Nursing Licensure

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com

Dental Licensure
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three or four minutes, though
Douglass said that without the
problems the jam would have lasted
only half as long.
"It was a little more complicated
than usual," he said. "This is the
only time in all those years that
anything like this has happened."
The landing was not publicized
for safety reasons.
"We did not want a big crowd,"
said Douglass. "If you've got a crowd
of people and something happens,
you open yourself up to blame."
To do the unusual landing, the
Flying Club clears it with the
Federal Aviation Association and
the State Aeronautics Commission
each year.
The highway and campus police
turned out to block traffic.
All day Wednesday the fourseater Cessna sat on the grass and
garnered the attention of dozens of
students, many of whom expressed
an interest in the Flying Club.
The club, which is open to students, alumni, faculty and staff,
welcomes both registered pilots
and complete novices.
"The whole objective of the club
is to teach people to fly from
scratch," said Douglass.
Meetings are held on the first
Tuesday ofeach month.
The non-profit club has five
flight instructors and two planes,
both Cessnas. Plane rentals are $40
an hour for the two-seater and $50
an hour for the four-seater.
To earn a pilot's license, an individual must log at least 40 hours in
a plane, and the cost is therefore at
least $1600 for the rental alone
(final cost of becoming a private
pilot is $2515).
However, Douglass and Donald
insisted that this is not as bad as it
may sound. Instructors who
accompany students on flights for
the first 40 hours are usuallyjpaid

on the spot, which breaks up the
payments.' Also, students can
schedule their own flight times.
Licenses can be acquired in over
three months or three years.
"Not a lot of people get the
opportunity to get their license,"
said Donald, a graduate student
who has been certified since 1994.
"Flying over the mountains is just

beautiful. A commercial plane
doesn't give you the same feeling."
The Tiger was fortunate enough
to have the experience of flying in
the Cessna, thanks to a late afternoon flight piloted by Douglass,
who is quick to calm any fears of
going sky-high.
Planes are very safe, he said, it is
just that plane crashes get so much

coverage that the flying crafts often
seem deadly. There have been no
major accidents for any members of
the club in its history; in fact,
Douglass could recall only one
minor accident, due mainly to carelessness, that took place some 10
years ago.
Douglass, who flies President
Barker and other big University fig-
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ures around, has been at Clemson
for
over
20
years.
The Flying Club itself is the oldest
collegiate aviation club in the
nation, with a foundation date of
1927. The first plane used in the
club now hangs in the state museum.
For more information, visit
http://www.clemson.edu/flying.

IF YOU'VE GOT WHAT IT TAKES
TO BE A LEADER IN OUR COMPANY,
THIS COULD BE YOUR OFFICE.

Few people Vl^^^wili ever set foot in an office like this. But then,
few people have what it takes to be a Marine Officer Officer
Candidates School (OCS) is the first step towards preparing you
for a future beyond anything you could imagine.

At OCS you'll develop the qualities you need to become a Marine
Officer. Invaluable training (hat could lead to an exciting career in
aviation. If you got what it takes to be a leader of Marines, you could
get an office with a spectacular view.

Marines

The Few. The Proud.
MARINE

OFFICER

Guanranteed Flight Program!!!!

Competitive Salaries!!!!
Exciting Lifestyle!!!!

Capf. Brian Mateja will be on campus Sept. 26-28th if you want to
find out if you have what it takes to be a Marine Corps Officer.
iJuii;

^egsiry

on campus
LES

RUBLES

Today is the last day to purchase
your ticket to Broadway!
Transportation included to
Greenville's Peace Center. Call 6564357 or stop by the Union Info Desk.

"'SST^
Eric Saperton and

44

H|

tawin McCain
mcmin perjorm
Edwin
perform in

II

The Journey
Friday, September 29th at
Tillman Auditorium @ 8pm

Tickets go on sale today at the Union Box Office
$12 Students • $17 Non-Students

Laser Tag

September 28 @ 10am-4pm
in Palmetto Ballroom
1^

.

iSnUHS''''''''

September 22 & 24 @ 7:00pm
in McKissick Theater (in Hendrix Center)
FREE ADMISSION

11

Come out for our
weekly

Quiz Bowl
Scrimmage
in Edgar's Pub,
5pm - 7pm every
Wednesday. Free
Pizza and Prizes.
This event proudly
sponsored by

Joe's New York Pizza!
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HELPWANTED

Express Lube of Clemson
Now Hiring:
Part-time positions available. Flexible hours. Apply
in person at 978 Tiger Blvd.
SARDI'S DEN
Now hiring waits and cooks.
Apply within, Mon-Thurs
2pm-4pm.
SPRINGBREAK 2001
Hiring On-Campus Reps
SELL TRIPS, EARN CASH,
GO FREE!!!
Student Travel Services
America's #1 Student Tour
Operator
Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas,
Europe, Florida

wage plus mileage.
Call 888-1900.

YOUNG OLYMPIANS INTERNATIONAL KARATE
INSTRUCTOR
Recreation Company Seeks
Part-Time Help Evenings.
Must Have A Black Belt And
Like Working With Children.
If Interested, Please Call
(888)869-7361.
NEED
EMPLOYMENT?
CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY
OUTDOOR LAB needs student maintenance support
starting immediately. Inside
and outside work. Flexible
hours. Call Lamar Arthur at

646-5895.
BOOKKEEPING ASSISTANT;
PT possibly FT, for Clemson
Corporate Office. Excellent
people with computer skills
in accounting functions,
preparing reports, sales
analysis, and data management. DACEasy/QUICKBOOKS experience strongly
desired. Casual office environment, flexible schedule,
fast-paced, good pay and
benefits. Please Send
Resume to:
Kingfisher Maps
110 Liberty Drive #100
Clemson, SC 29631
Or FAX to:
(864)654-2208
HINDI tutor needed for
resident of Easley.
Native speaker sought.
Call Michael at

Now available at
7-Eleven*:
a future in Florida.
With new products, new technology and new stores, it's a great
time to get into our dynamic
organization and really grow.

1-800-648-4849

MpKi-untt Managers

www.gos pringbreak.com

You'll begin as a Field Consultant
Trainee in our in-store training
program where you'll gain
exceptional knowledge and
retailing skills.

FORRENT
CHECK US OUT:
EFFICIENCY APTS, ADJACENT CAMPUS, LEASING
BY SEMESTER OR YEAR
AT MODERATE RENTS IN
CLEMSON; ALSO INDIVIDUAL AND SPECIAL LEASES.
CLEAN, MODERN, QUIET,
AND PRIVATE. CALL DON
(OLD MAN) FELDMAN

7-Eleven offers a training salary
of up to $33,000, health, dental
and life insurance, profit sharing,
bonus potential, paid vacations
and a credit union.

7-Elewen will be at the
Career Expo and
conducting interviews
on Sept. 28th on campus

654-5483.

Stop by our booth to
register to win a South
Beach Mini Scooter!
Call

Seeking female tenant to
share 3 bdrm furnished
apartment. 1 block to
downtown Clemson.

1-888-711-8037

Call 1-800-578-9222.

Ext. 1f3
to schedule an interview.

FORSALE

864-605-1029.

«

Part Time Office Assistant/
Runnerfor Seneca
law firm. Minimum

oil lhauk heaven.

EOE

FOR SALE: SLEEPER SOFA,
$100; 2 upholstered swivel
rockers, $50 each, all in
good condition. 882-1770.
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Pure adrenaline rush: '93
Dodge
Stealth-gorgeous
blue 5-speed 3.0L DOHC
290hp, great torque! With
sunroof, 107k miles. Engine
runs great, stereo a little
flaky. $6000 OBO. 864-2289819, leave msg.
Brother word processor.
Price negotiable.
Please call 656-7295.

MISCELLANEOUS
www.affordablelaptops.com
(800)864-2345
Attention Astrology.
Psychology, and Mythology
Enthusiasts!
Learn astrology from the
soul's evolutionary perspective with emphasis on the
Jungian archetypes, the
mythological gods, and the
basic psychological drives.
A 14-week series using your
own personal birth chart in
each class, begins Fri., Oct.
20, at 7pm. $15.00 per
class. Call Michelle Gregg-

654-4192.
Psychological Astrologythe greatest tool we have
in understanding the
human psyche!
Fraternities *Sororities
Clubs*Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this
semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising
event. No sales required.
Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so call today!
Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at

(888)923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.

TRAVEL

S.Padre
Reliable TWA flights.
Best
prices & Biggest parties.
Book by Oct. 15 & receive
FREE 14 meals &
28 hrs. of parties!
1-800-SURFS-UP
www.studentexpress.com

Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5
Days $279! Includes Meals,
Parties! Awesome Beaches,
Nightlife!
Departs
From
Florida! Get Group-Go Free!!
springbreaktravel.com

«*.

1-800-678-6386

SPRING BREAK 2001

Early Spring Break Specials!
Cancun & Jamaica From
$389! Air, Hotel, Free
Meals, Drinks! Award
Winning Company! Group
Leaders Free! Florida
Vacations $129!
springbreaktravel.com

1-800-678-6386
Wanted! Spring Breakers!
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida,
& Jamaica. Call Sun Coast
Vacations for a free
brochure and ask how you
can Organize a small group
& Eat, Drink, Travel Free &
Earn Cash!
Call 1-888-777-4642
or e-mail sales@suncoastvacations.com
Spring Break! Deluxe
Hotels, Reliable Air, Free
Food, Drinks, and Parties!
Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Mazatlan &
Florida. Travel Free and
Earn Cash! Do it on the
Web! Go to
StudentCity.com
or call
800-293-1443 for info.
#1 SPRING BREAK 2001
Mexico, Jamaica, Florida &

****.#**«■£»i*f*
*■>. «■>;

Jamaica, Cancun, Florida,
Barbados, Bahamas am) Padre.
Now Hiring Campus Raps $$$$.
tarn 2 FMMI Trip* on only 15 sales!

Free Meals ft Drinks,,., rf*-^ x
Book by No*. 2nd, jg
%.
Call for FREE
**PN^VP^'
info pack or vist us on-line

sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710
jparw

t/ftrW

jplM

^paW»

*«r "v ** >r >r
WINTER BREAK/SPRING
BREAK
Ski & Beach Trips on sale
now!
www.sunchase.com or
call 1-800-SUNCHASE
TODAY!
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Women's Track
Rana Reider, former head
women's track and field coach at
Life University, has been named
assistant women's track and field
coach at Clemson University, Tiger
head coach Marcia Fletcher Noad
announced Tuesday.
"We are very, fortunate to have
Coach Reider join our staff. He is a
very knowledgeable, versatile, and
technical coach who has developed
many national champions as well
as Olympic and world-class athletes," said Fletcher Noad. "We
know he will continue to do great
things here at Clemson. I am very
confident and feel that Coach
Reider is the perfect person to complete our staff."
A 1997 graduate of California
Baptist University, Reider has
served as the head women's track
and field coach at Life University
since 1999. His team was the 2000
NAIA Indoor National Runner-ups
and claimed the 2000 NAIA
Outdoor
National
Team
Championships. He coached 12
National -Champions, 36 AilAmericans, and the Indoor 800m
National record holder. Reider was
named the USTCA Indoor Regional
Coach of the Year and the USTCA
Outdoor National Coach of the
Year after coaching four Indoor
National Champions and ten out-

door National Champions.
Prior to his stint at Life, Reider
was the assistant coach at
California Baptist University from
the fall of 1995 until the winter of
1999. At California Baptist, Reider
served as the recruiting coordinator
assistant coach, producing 10
National Champions and 32 AilAmericans. He recruited the NAIA
record setting 4x800 team as well
as the NAIA record setting distance
medley relay team. Reider also sent
four athletes to the USATF
Championships.
"I am excited to have the opportunity to coach at Clemson," said
Reider. "This program has a
tremendous amount of potential
and I am looking forward to the
challenge of helping to make the
Tigers one of the top teams in the
nation."

gets into full swing, another
Clemson football tradition is prepared to kick off its seventh year.
Greek Bowl begins this Monday,
Sept. 25th and concludes Thursday
the 28th.
Hosted by the brothers of the
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity, it is a
week of various events between
Panhellinic sororites, including
cheer and banner competitions.

PAGE

played on Bowman field. Despite
the excitement of the tournament,
the real focus of the week is to raise
money and canned goods for
Clemson Community Care.
Tables will be set up in the
Union Loggia from 10-3:30
Monday-Thursday. Students are
encouraged to donate canned
goods in support of each sorority's
Miss Greek Bowl candidate.

The main event is the single elimination football tournament.
Last year's overall winner was
Kappa Delta, who also won the
spirit award. Kappa Kappa Gamma
won the football tournament, with
Alpha Delta Pi taking second place.
Games will begin on Tuesday, with
the semifinals and finals taking
place Thursday. Games will occur
at 4:30 and 5:30, all of which will be

Clemson Tennis Players
Ranked Nationally
Clemson men's tennis player
Josh Goffi is ranked 18th nationally
I singles, while the doubles team of
Goffi and Darren Knight is ranked
sixth nationally according to the
preseason Intercollegiate Tennis
Association (ITA) Rankings.
Goffi is from Charleston, S.C,
while Knight is from Cleveland,
Tenn.

confidence, pride,

[Mrl

Greek Bowl

and plenty of time
to shower before calculus.

As the Clemson football season

NOW YOU CAN

mi

TOP MANUFACTURERS * FACTORY DIRECT
BEDS • SOFA SETS • FUTONS
ON SALE NOWL^u^^

if) Army ROTC, you'll get to do some pretty challenging stuff,
Stuff that builds character and discipline. Not to mention
muscles. You'll also learn how to think on your feet and be
a good leader

i Army IROJC advisor to find out

1 get ready '

& a little.

:0KIike any .otlher college eotir&e 70a €&» t&ke.
For more information, contact Major Mangan
@ 656-3107 or mangan@clemson.edu

HMttMWM 10%
«™»
OFF
STYLES • QUALITY •
• SAVINGS • SERVICE •

i with Mention Of This Ad
i. j*-*r2fa2?lL J

ORE
WAREHOUSE
Hours: 10:30am - 6;30pro • Closed Wed. & Sun.
864-716-0000
4135 B CLEMSON BOULEVARD • ANDERSON
(1 Mile Off 185 On Rt. Across From Skateland)

124 N. Tbwnville St. • Seneca, SC

(864) 882-3006

Got Cable TV?
If not, call today!

jingles

Installation iust $15

M

with the Gold Package which
includes HBO and Cinemax.
882-0002

or

N. Townville St.

an cut
t$+M
y
°J~i
•
nff prime rib

e

C*

654-7201

I

"Student Annual" aggrement through
Spring Semester 2001. Offer expires 9/22/00
Northland Cable serves the off-campus areas only.
For on-campus service questions call Notthstar at 1-800-993-9J1J.

Join us for
our nightly

Take a left at the Ingles
on 123, go to the Corner
of 4th Stoplight

"Student annual" agreement special,

Call (tfeoN today!

Highway 123
to CLEMSON >

St*

d*

"II

'

Thursday nights only. I
Expires 12/00. I

■ Buy 1 Sandwich, Get 1
| Sandwich HJkLF PRICE |
■
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Expires 12/00. |
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Career Expo &
Graduate School
Fair 2000
s^
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September 26th and 27th
10:00 am - 4:00 pm
Hendrix Center
*■<■%!
t mi

-:■ '

S wv

Different companies will be attending each
day — Over 190 Total!!!
For more info, visit:
http://career.clemson.edu
Supported by: Belk Inc. (Western Division), Collins and Aikmar,
FramaTome Technologies, First Union Corporation,
Ingersoll-Rand, Michelin North America Inc., Milliken and
Company, The Sherwin Williams Company, and Worldspan

Sponsored by:
Michelin Career Center, Clemson University
Student Government, Delta Sigma Pi, The
National Society of Black Engineers, and
Golden Key

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
STUDENT
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"I've got one more game and
then I'm going to retire it," said Lisi.
"I'm just going to step on it and try
to get my game back to the top
level and get the team where it
needs to be."
Adair knows the team must
have its senior lead ■ back at full
strength if ir wants _xcel.
"We need him. He's our tempo
guy, our rhythm guy. Everything
goes through nim," said Adair.
Lisi is just one injured Tiger.
Senior Nathan Rawlins and junior
Ross Goodacre are both currently
sidelined but Adair expects them
to return soon and improve the
team's depth.
Clemson returns to ACC play
Sunday when it takes on NC State,
a team defeated by Charleston
Southern. The Tigers are looking to
climb out of an 0-2 hole in the conference following defeats to North
Carolina and Duke. But due to the
ACCs strong contingent of teams,
Adair knows that Clemson is not
out of the race yet.
"I think 4-2 will win the conference, but we've got to take care of
NC State this weekend," he said.
"The Virginia game [October 15]
will be a key game to get us at .500.
Now they've all got to play each
other too. If we're 4-2 we'll definitely be in the hunt at the end of

SPORTS ■

THE TIGER
the year.
"If we stay healthy then we're
going to be pretty good. I can feel it
start to come as we mix the freshmen in with the upperclassmen.
Everyone is starting to get a hang of
how we play in this system."

Ill
I/MWFROM BACK PAGE
because Lindsay Browne is also at
a very high level too. So it's just a
great tandem. It's fantastic."
Clemson mid-fielder Kati Reid
saw Arrington and the rest of the
team forming together to become
a very dangerous force." She's
[Arrington] the most incredible
athlete I've ever met. She's just
unreal, with all the work she's
done, and training hard for the fitness test, and everything this year,
and having it all come to fruition.
It's unbelievable for her and for
our team, because now we know
after the defense saves all these
balls, we know we can win the
games.
It's great, and I think Ray
[Leonejis right. Lindsay and D
[Arrington] up top are just dangerous, very dangerous."
However, Leone still knows
that the largest challenge is yet to
come, which is keeping the team
on the ground after defeating a
number one ranked team. "That is
the largest challenge. The biggest

challenge we have in front of us, no
questions about it, because history
tells you to look out after this.
From everyone that has beaten and
gone after that has struggled, so
I've challenged our team that
everyone's watching you now to
see how you're going to react and
so I'm trying the best I can, but it's
going to have to come from them I

PAGE

think."
If the challenge is answered,
there should be no question that
the "very dangerous" force that
Reid spoke of will prove to be
unstopable. The number two
ran'ked Clemson women's soccer
team has its collective eyes' set on
the prize, and Leone and his team
will fight every step of the way.

Rock hoppQrs
Restaurant & 6ar|

654-9944

*

^*f

I«<"*I*"«»««*II&.

for Reservations
0o
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The Galley
Restaurant
Jine Waterrront Dinina

"FREE
PLAY

Win Cash
Prizes

Great Pay
Flexible Hours
Only 12 miles from campus ~~
No Sundays
Evenings Only

NOW HIRING!

Th 'Duwim €fStiidintdffair&

Apply in person at
Portman Marina
Lake Hartwell, Anderson
287-3215 or 287-3211

Career Expo 2000 and Graduate/Professional School Fair

■T-.T—T—I—T—T—I—I—I—T—T—T—I—T—T—I—I—I—I—I—I—!-=!=

10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

WELCOMES
September 26 & 27
Hendrix Student Center (2nd floor)
i 98 companies and 32 graduate schools will be here for you. For further information call 656-4337 or see the Career
Centers web site at: imp://car<:ci,.(ienw>n.edu.
This event is supported by:
Belk Inc., Western Division; Collins and Aikman; Framatome Technologies;
First Union Corporation; Ingersoll-Rand/Torrington; Michelin North America, Inc.;
Milliken and Company; The Sherwin Williams Company; and Worldspan.
Sponsors:
Michelin Career Center
Student Government
Delta Sigma Pi
National Society of Black Engineers
Golden Key Honorary Society
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Alabama-Huntsville tennis player's Playboy appearance leads to suspension
JENNIFER ROBERTS

The Exponent (U. Alabama-Huntsville)
(U-WIRE) HUNTSVILLE, Ala.
— What do Playboy's Sexy Girls in
Sports and Alabama-Huntsville
have in common? Roseleena Blair.
Sophomore Roseleena Blair was

recently suspended from the UAH
tennis team after having posed
nude in a special edition of Playboy
Magazine.
On August 28, upon hearing
about Blair's appearance in the
magazine — in which Blair men-

tions her involvement with the
UAH tennis team — the university
followed standard procedure and
notified the NCAA.
Since learning of 19-year-old
Blair's eight page spread, which was
shot last June, many UAH students
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Your Support
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have asked, what's the big controversy?
Blair was suspended pending
the NCAA's review of the case
because she accepted an undisclosed amount of money for the
photoshoot. According to NCAA
Bylaw 12.5.1.3, a student athlete may
not use their athletic ability for the
purpose of financial gain.
"The major concern is that athletes cannot be treated differently
than any other student. She
appeared in a magazine that has
women athletes, and she was there
because of her affiliation as a tennis
team member," said Joel Lonergan,
Director of University Relations.
"The NCAA says you cannot do
that. Because of your athletic
prowess, you may not use that to
gain renumeration."
As for Blair's future on the team,
there is a possibility that she will be
reinstated. According to Lonergan,
Jim Harris, the Director of Athletics
at UAH, will make a recommendation to President Franz regarding
this matter. However, Lonergan also
stated that while Blair's future on
the tennis team is in question, her
academic future at UAH is in no
way in jeopardy because of her
decision to pose nude.
This week, Blair will take part in
a seminar for student-athletes on
the rules and regulations of the
NCAA.
"What we need to make sure is
that all our students know the rules
and regulations that the NCAA has
out there regarding student athletes," said Lonergan.
As for his reaction to Blair's decision, Harris told the Times, "I don't
believe the young lady did this to
embarrass the institution or the
athletic department. She is a beautiful young lady who was earning
her keep and just made a mistake.

That's it."
The Exponent attempted to
contact Miss Blair for comment.
Antoine Bell, Director of Sports
Information at UAH, informed the
paper that Miss Blair is, at this
time, unwilling to give any on-therecord interviews.

FOOT
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with two touchdown passes, one
for 52 yards and the other for 30 in
the third quarter. The Deacons
played the Tigers even in the fourth
quarter, holding the offense to just
one touchdown.
Clemson's hard-nosed defense
not only limited Wake's ability to
score points, but also forced
turnovers. Wake fumbled the ball
twice times. In both cases, the
Tigers recovered the ball.
The defense's play turned ferocious in the third quarter. With the
score 48-0, linebackers Rodney
Thomas and Rodney Feaster
knocked down Wake quarterback
CJ Leak. Leak was eventually
taken to the hospital for evaluation.
When talk arose about the possibility of the Tigers defense intentionally knocking Leak out of the
game, Carson responded respectfully, "I never want to see a quarterback hurt like that. When you see a
guy's knee go down like that you
hurt for them, there is no animosity
toward them."
After a strong out put on both
sides of the ball, it was hard to find
anything wrong with the performance of the Tigers on Saturday.
"Our kickoff coverage did not
look real sharp, our punting was
not very good, and we missed a
field goal. Other than that we have
done pretty good," Bowden stated
after the game.
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Come watch more than 20
contestants compete for the
2000 Miss homecoming Title
September 27,2000
9:00 • 10:00 a.m.
PREVIEW
$7 admission

Friday, September 29,2000

Cooper Library

OVER 7,000 items

10:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
FREE
admission

Mm

cash/checks/TigerStripe
textbooks, best sellers, CDs, videos, paperbacks, records, magazines,
popular literature, children's books and videos
$2.00, .50?, .100

8:00 pm
Tillman Auditorium
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
STUDENT
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Lady Tigers struggle in championship game against Appalachian State
► Clemson volleyball tries
to turn its season around.
RICK LOVEDAY

staff writer
Hoping to rebound from a disappointing early season start, the
Clemson Lady Tigers traveled to
Auburn, Alabama this past weekend to compete in the Auburn
Invitational.
The first challenge for the Lady
Tigers was the host of the tournament, the Auburn Tigers. Clemson
won the match 3-1, bringing their
overall record to 2-6. The squad
overcame five Auburn players with
double-digit kills, four players with
double-digit digs and an impressive
59 assists by Traci Price. Leading
Clemson against this outstanding
showing by Auburn were Meredith
Kirtland and Jodi Steffes. Kirtland
led the team with a game-high 21
kills, along with 11 digs and one service ace. Steffes recorded 17 kills
and 15 blocks. Kiki Dallao led the
team with a game-high 20 digs as
Melissa Kudelka handed out 27
assists and scored two service aces.
Clemson won the first game 159, the second game 15-12, lost the
"third game 10-15 and won the
match on the fourth game 15-10.
The next obstacle for the Lady
Tigers was Navy the next morning.

With a goal in mind to extend
their winning streak to two, the
Lady Tigers faced Navy Saturday
morning. Handling the Navy
Midshipmen with relative ease, the
Lady Tigers won the match 3-0.
Beginning to look like the Tigers
from the Davidson game last weekend, the squad one 15-8,15-7,15-9.
The Lady Tigers improved their
record to 3-6 overall.
Leading the team was Steffes,
tying for game-highs with 10 kills
and 11 digs. Melissa Kudelka paced
the team with 17 assists and three
service aces. Sophomore Jessi
Betcher added 13 assists and seven
digs in the win.
The final match for the Lady
Tigers was against Appalachian
State in the championship game.
The Lady Tigers dropped the
championship game to the
Appalachian State Mountaineers
by the score of 1-3. Clemson won
the first game 15-8, but proceeded
to drop the next three games 12-15,
3-15, 10-15. The Lady Tigers were
led by Steffes, who had a game-high
16 digs. She also led the squad with
a .327 hitting percentage. This
match was the third straight for
Steffes to hit over .300. She hit .349
against-Auburn and .346 in the win
against Navy.
The Lady Tigers were led in

assists by Betcher, with 33, followed
by Kudelka with 23. Betcher and
Kudelka's combined assist total fell
just short of Appalachian States'
Tiffany White, who had a tournament high 63 assists in the win:
Clemson' record fell to 3-7.

RETIREMENT

INSURANCE

For the tournament, Steffes led
Clemson with 47 kills followed by
Kirtland, who tallied 42 kills.
Steffes also led the squad in digs
with 42.
Betcher finished the tournament with 68 assists as Kudelka

MUTUAL FUN05

nipped at her heels with 67 assists.
The squad hopes to rebound
from their championship game
loss to Appalachian State when
facing Mercer this Tuesday in
Jervey Gym. The match begins at 7'
p.m.
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Year in and year out, employees at education and
research institutions have turned to TIAA-CREF.
And for good reasons:
• Easy diversification among a range of expertly
managed funds
• A solid history of performance and exceptional
personal service
• A strong commitment to low expenses
• Plus, a full range of flexible retirement income options
For decades, TIAA-CREF has helped professors and staff
at over 9,000 campuses across the country invest for—
and enjoy—successful retirements.

THE TIAA*CREF
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Investment Expertise
Low Expenses
Customized
Payment Options
Expert Guidance

Choosing your retirement plan provider is simple.
Go with the leader: TIAA-CREF.
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Ensuring the future
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Included. Valid at Clemson only.
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Football team prepares for road trip \CBFS well's
► Clemson's last trip to
Virginia in 1998 resulted in
a 20-18 lossfor the Tigers.
Louis

GARMENDM

sports editor
The competition steps up for the
football team tomorrow as it travels
to Charlottesville, Va., for a clash
with the Virginia Cavaliers. After
outscoring its opponents 155-16 in
the first three games, most of the
players and coaches expect to be
challenged by their longtime ACC
foe.
"I think our players understand
that the stakes have now gone up,
but until Saturday we will not
know if they know how to
respond," said Head Coach Tommy
Bowden. "Our players are in unfamiliar territory a little bit right
now and while I think they understand mentally what they have to
do, we will have to wait until
Saturday to see if they can respond
physically."
The
unfamiliar
territory
includes a chance to open the season 4-0 for the first time since 1989.
On the road for the first time this
year, the Tigers will call on their
potent offense and stifling defense
to pick up a win.
Clemson is ranked first nationally in six categories, including
scoring and total defense, and is
second in the country in both scoring and total offense.
The fast-paced attack, which
has been led by four of the top 10

ACC rushers, has been too much
for Clemson's early-season opponents.
"Right now, I would say that we
are getting pretty close to where we
need to be in terms of the tempo of
our offense," said Bowden. "With
our tempo it limits defenses calls to
some extent and it makes it difficult for the defense to make the correct substitutions. The fatigue factor is very important and also it is
very difficult for opposing scout
teams to try and copy our offense in
only a week's time"
But the Cavaliers do not plan to
let Clemson walk all over them
during their Homecoming game.
After blowing a 21-point half time
lead in a 38-35 loss to BYU in the
season-opener,
Virginia
has
responded with wins over 1-AA
Richmond and winless Duke.
Quarterback Dan Ellis calls the
shots on offense and is ranked fifth
in the nation in passing efficiency.
The offense has turned the ball over
only once while averaging 31.7
points per game and it often gets
off to quick starts.
Virginia has outscored its opponents 58-3 in the first half this season. Defensively, four-year starter
Byron Thweatt, a Butkus Award
candidate, leads the way. The
Cavaliers have given up an average
of 18 points and 370 yards per
game.
Although Virginia enters the
game as a nine and a half point
underdog, Head Coach George
Welch's team will look to avenge
last year's 33-14 embarrassment in

Death Valley.
"He has the most conference
wins of any coach in the conference and with his coaching staff we
know we have a difficult task in
front of us," said Bowden. "I think
we will see a much different game
against Virginia this year than we
saw last year simply because of the
fact that they now have more film
to study on us."
The two teams have a rich history in Charlottesville. Clemson won
the first 29 meetings in the series
until a 20-7 loss in 1990. The 1992
game set an ACC comeback record
when Tiger quarterback Louis
Solomon brought his team back
from a 28-0 deficit for a 29-28 win.
One of Clemson's few road victories
over a top 25 team came in 1996
behind the heroics of Kelton
Dunnican's career-high 123 yards.
In 1998, Tommy West's team was a
controversial call away from winning. Former Tiger Antwan
Edwards was called for pass interference on third down to keep
Virginia's game-winning drive
alive.
"I think that playing on the road
will be good for us becuase it allows
our players to experience new
things," said Bowden. "Winning on
the road is very important, especially when you are playing in the
conference. In the process of establishing respect for our program we
have to be able to beat good teams
on the road. We will not be a good
team until we can do that."
Kickoff is at 3:30 p.m. and the
game will be televised by ABC.

I
Charlottesville
I'm just thinking about going
up there in a hostile environment in our first big ACC test of
the season. In Virginia's stadium,
they have the students seated
right there. They'll yell at you
cuss you out, flip you off and do
all kind of stuff so we want to go
out there and try to silence the
crowd.
We're going on the road
against a good opponent and
they picked us on their homecoming, which is like adding
insult to injury. We want to put
on a good performance, come
back to the Valley and make the
people proud
Winning
I haven't been 4-0 ever in my
football career—high school, little league. It's different for me
being able to go out on the field
and dominate in football because
usually I'm the one getting dominated. It's a different experience
for me, but I've enjoyed it.
Hey, I haven't really
played in a lot of fourth
quarters and I'm enjoying it. I'll trade this year
for last year any time.
I'm just out there having fun.

What is a typical road trip
like, and what is your most
memorable one?
Once we get in from the airport we go to the hotel, unpack
our bags and then go to the
movies. We watch the movies as
a team, come back and eat dinner. Then we have a couple of
hours to hang out. After that we
have our last team meeting when
the head coach comes and gives
us some motivation. Then we
wake up, go to all our meetings
and then its time to play.
When I came in as a freshman, all the seniors and upperclassmen said that all the freshmen had to bring Twinkees and
snacks like that on the bus. If we
didn't bring any snakes or anything like that, they said that was
it, they were gonna get us. So we
all banded together and said that
if they're gonna take us down,
they're gonna have to take down
the whole class. Nobody brought
any snacks and there was a big
brawl on the bus going to the
movie. But it was all in fun and
nobody got hurt. But we kinda
tore the bus up and got in a little trouble for that. Somebody
tore something down off the
top of the bus and we were all
trying to patch it up
and fix it. But
they found
out and we
got in a
little
trouble

Robert Carswell wants to hear from you!
email your questions to: sports@tiger.clemson.edu

If you love brainstorming because it feels like an athletic event, we'll introduce you to some Olympians.

Microsoft

Microsoft Company Presentation
Sponsored by ACM
Thursday September 28th at 7:00pm
Hendrix Student Center Multi-Use Room
Free Food and Raffle for a Palm-sized PCI
Bring Your resume if interested in full-time or internship positions
www.microsoft.com/college
Microsoft is an equal opportunity employer and supports workplace diversity. © 2000 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.
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Clemson runs all over the Deacons
► The Tigers' recent success
is largely aue to Dantzler's
versatility as a quarterback.

STEVE GUERRY

4MH!.

LtS -

DAN GONZALES/i>l-...[.. editor

QUARTERBACK KEEPER: WoodrowDantzler rushesfor a part oj"his 160 yards duringthe first halfofthegame
against Wake Forest.
edly and had great success, so the
game plan evolved into a methodical pounding by the tailbacks. The
passing game became secondary,
but it was used efficiently in providing timely big plays and a few
touchdowns. The day did boil
down to the running game and
Dantzler credits the offensive system for the team's success. "It is an
offense that takes advantage of
whatever the defense is giving it.
Like today, we had the run and
that's wrKEr/we took."
Bowden was impressed with
the coaching staff and its ability to

stay with what works. "I thought
our offensive staff did a good job
finding the opportunities that their
defense gave us, take what was
there and don't force anything."
One area of concern heading
into this week is the play of the special teams. All of the scoring led to
a lot of kickoff returns, and the
Deacons used this to their advantage. Large holes were evident for
each return. The Tigers will have to
concentrate on limiting big returns
that set up good field position for
the opponent.
Bowden was not pleased with

the performance of the special
teams at all. "Our kickoff coverage
did not look real sharp, punting
was not very good and we missed a
field goal," he said.
These are problems that must
be addressed or otherwise they will
become liabilities in closer games.
The Tigers will soon be tested and
the offense may not have the efficient machine-like performance it
has had and the defense may turn
out to be permeable now and again,
so all facets must come together to
reach the goal the Tigers have set for
themselves-Miami.

Two female athletes to compete in Olympics
Two Clemson women's track
athletes will compete in the 2000
Olympic Games in Sydney,
Australia. Seniors Michelle Burgher
and Cydonie Mothersill will represent Jamaica and the Cayman
Islands, respectively. Burgher will

compete in the 4x400m relay
while Cydonie Mothersill will be
competing in the 100m and 200m.
Clemson women's track and
field Head coach Marcia Fletcher
Noad is obviously very excited for
her athletes.
"It is an honor to have these two
young women represent their coun-

tries and.Clemson at the 2000
Olympic Games," she said. "We are
very proud to have them as an integral part of our program and we
wish them much success with their
endeavors in Sydney and upon their
return to Clemson in 2001.
"We know they will return with
winning performances and atti-

tudes."
The Olympic Track and Field
competition will begin on Friday,
Sept. 22.
The final heat for Burgher and
Mothersill's events, as well as qualifying races for the five male athletes
from Clemson will be televised on a
delayed basis by NBC.

FROMTHEPRESSBOX

Only a game?
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\

Football craze
spills over
► Intramuralflagfootball
has over 1,000 participants
thisfall.

ANDY PALAND
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staff writer

The Clemson offense, in particular the running game, was on show
again with Wake Forest the victim
this time. Led by the stellar play of
quarterback Woodrow Dantzler,
the offense amassed 623 total yards,
436 of which came on the ground.
Three yards and a cloud of dust
turned into almost seven yards a
pop.
Dantzler showed why he is one
of the most versatile signal callers
in the country. He finished the
game with 157 yards passing, completing nine of 19 attempts, to go
with 166 yards rushing on 15 carries.
After the game, Head Coach
Tommy Bowden explained what
makes Dantzler such a threat. "It is
the fact that he can run and throw
and we haven't had one of those
lately."
Dantzler's ability to run or
throw kept the Wake Forest
defense off-balance all afternoon.
The spread formation opened gaping holes in the defense that
enabled Dantzler to use his quick
feet to run for big gains when his
receivers were covered.
Wake Forest Head Coach Jim
Caldwell also focused on the trouble with containing a multifaceted
quarterback. "Woody Dantzler is a
very good player and very tough to
handle, particularly because sometimes you find a player who is very
good in the passing game who is
unable to run the ball. However,
Dantzler is just the opposite. He is
one that can throw the ball very
well, he certainly can operate a
complex system and can run the
ball like a tailback."
The Tigers used the run repeat-
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only to save face. It refuse to test
What is going on in our
all medal winners, deciding on
world of sports lately?
only random testing, because
As the Olympics begin
they know that indictment of
in Sydney, Australia, the harsh
big name athletes will scare off
realities of the activities that are
sponsors and the green that they
corroding "sport" as we used to
offer.
know it, have come into the
It is sad that these measures
spotlight. Athletes using drugs
even need to be taken. Why
to cheat (known as doping) and
don't athletes have the integrity
governments using athletes like
not to cheat? For some athletes
puppets show the evil side of
that answer is fear.
sport. An example of this is
A huge
China having 27
part of the
athletes banned
problem lies
from the Games,
in the enorbecause of posiShaun Haggerty mous prestive tests for persure put on
formancestaff writer
athletes by
enhancing
most governdrugs.
ments. In
Now the
countries like
International
Russia and
Olympic
China, boys and girls as young
Committee has realized the
as four are shipped from their
downward spiral and has
homes to live in dormitories and
invested millions in an
spend nearly every hour of
International Anti-Doping
every day training. And for
Agency. But the IOC is trying

what? Not even the chance of
Olympic gold is worth seeing
your family only twice a year. It
is not worth missing out on your
childhood. These governments
are using their athletes as slave
labor to promote their countries.
These same governments
pump their "slaves" full of illegal
drugs. The most public case of
this was in the former East
Germany, where the government sponsored programs that
forced their athletes to dope. It is
probable that this still goes on,
as the China scandal shows.
Now some argue "it is only a
game," but any athlete hates to
hear that, especially those at the
professional level, because it is
more than that. It is desire, discipline and comradery But all of
that is tainted when athletes
turn to performance enhancing
drugs. I know that the pressure
to win is huge, but that is no
excuse to blatantly cheat. Every
time they look at that illegiti-

mately won medal, they will
know that you didn't win that
gold, some pill or IV needle won
that gold.
Not to mention the effects
these drugs will have on these
athletes down the road.
Anabolic steroids have already
been proven to cause cancer and
it is only a matter of time before
EPO and other doping drugs are
confirmed to do the same. These
athletes need to realize that
while it isn't "just a game," it is
not worth risking one's life or
dignity.
Now don't get me wrong,
sports and the Olympics are
amazing things. They promote
so many positive characteristics
to those who play them. Those
who play them the right way.
The fair and drug-free way.
Shaun Haggerty is a sophomore
majoring in mechanical engineering. Email comments to letters@tiger.clemson.edu.

staff, writer
This year there are 160 football
teams vying for one prestigious
trophy. Well, actually it is a championship T-shirt, but that does not
matter to the nearly 1,000 students
participating in this year's intramural flag football league.
There is a large turnout for
seven-on-seven flag football this
year, and it is one of the best fieldsthe school has ever seen. There are
five divisions in the advanced
league, 13 in the intermediate,
three in the co-recreational and
two in the women's league. Each
division is comprised of either five
or six teams, and the winner of
each division advances to the playoffs for a shot at the championship.
Advanced and intermediate teams
compete in the same playoffs,
while the co-rec and women's
leagues each have separate playoffs. Assistant director of intramurals, Shane McMahan, credits this
year's great participation to the
success of the varsity team.
"We moved the flag football
season to coincide with the varsity
schedule, so we could feed off the
hype of the team," said McMahan,
in reference to the participation.
To add some extra interest to
the season, the intramural staff is
coming out with weekly rankings
of the top 10 teams. At this point,
Pika Gold is at the top, with Beer in
second and last year's champion
Delta Chi is in third. The complete
list is included at the end of this
article.
"The rankings are just for fun,
but everyone seems to love it. It
gives teams an extra incentive to
play well, so they can move up in
the rankings," said McMahan.
Flag football has the most students involved, but there are several other sports going on as well.
There are approximately 50 teams
playing ultimate frisbee, as well as
one-on-one basketball, racquetball
and tennis leagues.
Registration for upcoming
intramural sports begins in the
next few weeks. Three on three
basketball entries opened on Sept.
15 and close on Sept. 27. Softball
and soccer entries open on Sept. 22
and close on Oct. 2, and volleyball
registration entries open on Oct. 13
and end on Oct. 25.
McMahan is pleased with the
intramural program so far, but
thinks there is room for improvement.
He commented, "The
biggest concern for me is the lack
of participation by women. In
years past, we've had more women
than this."
Another major concern with so
many different programs is the
lack of officials. For anyone interested in officiating one of the
upcoming sports, there will be a
clinic for softball officials on
Monday at 6 p.m., and a soccer officials clinic at 6 p.m. on Monday,
Oct. 2.
One of the easiest and most fun
ways to get involved on campus is
through intramurals. Anyone who
wants more information can go to
the
website:
www.clemson.edu/campusrec/im
sports

Fike Top 10
1 Pika Gold
2 Beer
3 Delta Chi
4 Green Wave
5 Sigma Chi Gold
6 Lions
7 Nine Athletes and a Smoker
8 Sigma Nu Eagles
9 Sharks
10 Kappa Sig Snappers
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Football:
@ Virginia, tommorrow, 3:30 p.m.

WoiTOn's^cer:

Number 11

vs. Furman, Saturday, 7 p.m.
Men's Soccer:
vs. NC State, Sunday, 2 p.m.
Volleyball:
vs. Georgia, Tuesday, 7 p.m

► Clemsonfootbatt'sfirst 3-0 start
in seven years.
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Clemson continues the revival
► The Demon Deacons
could not stop the Tiger
offense.

Who'd of
thunkit?
Its offense is number 16 in the
nation in rushing, number 76
in passing, number 39 in total
offense and number 37 in scoring.
■ Its defense is number 25 in the
nation is rushing allowed, number
seven in passing efficiency defense,
number three in total defense, and
tied for number one in scoring
defense.
Who is this team of which I
speak? Clemson you say? No, no,
we're much better than that. I'm
talking about USC. Where did this
turn-around come from? The
Gamecocks aren't incredible, but
""they don't look anything like the
laughing stock of last year. For
once they are actually attempting
giving our Tigers a credible rival.
Coach Lou has apparently decided,
"If your way doesn't work, copy one
that does." That's exactly what
Irish Spring (we go way back) has
done.
Does the Gamecocks' "innovative" 3-3-5 defense look familiar to
anybody? Think back to the number one defense in the country last
year. Here's a hint, their fans don't
like them enough, so they bring
artificial noisemakers to make up
for lack of attendance. If you said
Mississippi State, well,well you're
right.
But just look at that sleek, aerodynamic spread offense. No hints
necessary for this one gang. Read
„ an interview with Phil Petty and
one is prone to believe he is
Brandon Streeter's evil twin.
Nobody can really blame Holtz
though. When you take a program
as bad as the Gamecocks, '80s
power running just doesn't work.
Somehow, the vicious chickens of
Columbia are managing to pull it
off though.
The key? Derrick Watson. If
anybody remembers the drama
this recruit produced on signing
day you'll see why. He was the
number one running back recruit
in South Carolina and on signing
" day, he suddenly changed his decision from Tennessee to USC.
Tennessee must have decided that
it spent enough money on its
recruiting class. Who said that?!
Back to the point, Watson is one
of the finest running backs around.
Along with a train of the finest
tutors and a few "How to Pass the
SAT" classes, he fit right in at USC.
■"
Running backs like him are
what make Academic AilAmerican linebackers like Chad
Carson so good. Before the play,
Carson can frighten and confuse
., his opponent by yelling out menacing taunts like, "I got your number Watson!! What is 2+2?" Such a
barrage would likely cause Watson
to break down into tears.
If anybody's wondering
Clemson's offense is number six in
rushing, number 39 in passing,
number two in total offense and
second in scoring offense. The irrepressible defense is number 20 in
rushing defense, number one in
passing efficiency defense, number
one in total defense, and the team
tied for number one with USC for
scoring defense. Nothing is going
to slow down this group.

NICK CONGER

DAN GONZALES/photo editor

UNSTOPABLE: Travis Zachery refuses to give in to the Wake Forest
defensive line.

staff writer
After a sluggish start, the
Clemson Tigers rolled through the
Wake Forest Demon Deacons in
front of 73,000 fans at Death Valley
on Saturday. Woodrow Dantzler led
the way offensively with 157 yards
passing and a game-high 166 yards
on the ground. Bernard Rambert
continued his red hot pace by scoring two touchdowns, both of
which were 13-yard runs. The Tiger
defense was tenacious in not allowing a first down until the final
minute of the first half, and inforcing Wake Forest to settle for only
seven points. Keith Adams had a
team high 11 tackles, leading a

Louis

GARMENDU

sports editor
Fabio Tambiosi set the tone just
49 seconds into the game as the
men's soccer team cruised to a 6-1
victory over Charleston Southern
on Wednesday night at Riggs Field.
The win moved the 16th-ranked
Tigers to 4-2 on the year while the
Buccaneers dropped to 5-2 on the
year.
"Our objective was'to play
quickly and not give them any
hope," said Head Coach Trevor
Adair. "We basically took care of a
good team very easily and we got
the job done. I was happy with how
we played and it was a solid performance all around."
The outcome was never in
doubt because Clemson scored four
goals in the first 20 minutes.
Tambiosi tortued the Bucs with
two goals and an assist during the
run. He now has four goals and an
assist on the year and is second on
the team in points with nine.
"We came out hard the first 15

minutes," said Tambiosi. "Everyone
worked hard this week and its good
to get a win like this."
The flamboyant Brazillian was
known for both his stylish moves
and rookie mistakes last season, but
the sophomore has come into his
own during the early season.
"Fabio is playing with a lot of
confidence. From last year he's
made a lot of progress," said Adair.
"Now he's beginning to get the total
package which is he's got to defend
and play within a team structure
and he does that. If he can continue
that and get it all going in the right
direction then he's going to be a
very good player. He could score 15,
16 or 17 goals for us this year
because right now, he's nailed down
a starting position."
The game was also Mark Lisi's
second game back from injury. Lisi
fractured a bone near his eye while
going for a header during the season opener. He scored his first point
of the season when he assisted
Tambiosi on the opening goal. He
played well despite being hampered by a mask that covers his
face.
SHE

MEN, PAGE 15

DAVID KALX/scnior staff

TWO TO ONE: Clemson's Ross Goodacre snatches the ballfrom
Charleston Southern's Ray Fischer (16) and Matt Chambers (14).
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[WINNING GOALS]

Charleston Southern
succumbs to ligers
► Clemson moves to 4-2
after easy win over
Buccaneers.

strong defense stacked with talent.
"We wanted a shutout today.
Our expectations are really high,"
said middle linebacker Chad
Carson.
This confident attitude has
proven to be effective throughout
this young season.
After failing to get anything
going on the first drive of the game,
Danzler rejuvenated the offense
with a 24-yard run which eventually set up a 30-yard field goal. He
later scampered 39 yards into the
end zone to cap off a one-play drive
and increased the lead to 17-0.
When asked to comment on all
the running his quarterback did,
Coach Tommy Bowden stated, "It
wasn't by design that we ran more
than we threw, but we just took
what they gave us."
The passing game did pick up

"D" GOODS

DAVID KALK/scnior staff

STANDOUT: Sophomore Deliah Arrington scored the historic
goal that broke UNC's 34-game ACC winning streak
LUCAS

G.

TRUDEAU

staff writer
ever before had a
Clemson women's soccer
team been able to defeat a
number one ranked team. But
on Sept. 13, Clemson forward
Deliah Arrington scored the
winning goal over number one
ranked UNC at the 74:31 mark.
With Deliah's goal, Clemson
not only defeated a number
one ranked team, but also
handed the UNC Tar Heels
their first ACC defeat since the
1994 season.
Surprisingly, Deliah does
not consider herself the hero.
When asked if she felt like she
was the hero of the game,
Deliah simply answered, "No,
not at all."
"I think that the night we
won and the day after it was a
little bit adrenaline, but we
took this game and it's just one
win out of the season. We're
not even half way through,"
said Arrington.
Arrington, who was recently awarded the ACC Women's
Soccer Player of the Week
award, described the game
winning shot.
"A ball was piped back to

N

Nancy [Augustyniak], Nancy
just bombed it up, and actually
Lindsay [Browne] got a flake
onto it, a header, and it was
dropped at my feet. The ball
was stuck beneath me and I
tried to get a quick shot off, and
somehow it went in."
Even though the ball went
in, Arrington said the shot felt
odd. "I thought it was really
slow," said Arrington. "It wasn't
very good, but it still went in."
Clemson women's soccer
Coach Ray Leone is one of
many observers on the team
who has been waiting to see
the sophomore develop.
"She [Arrington] had the
potential last year to do some
of the things she's done this
year, but she's young, and I really think she's growing and
doing some big time things," he
said.
Leone also revealed that
Arrington's skill was not something that was going to stop
growing, as long as she has her
team to help her. "She's
[Arrington] only been here a
year and I think Lindsay
Browne has helped her, has
motivated her, to raise her level
SEE

GOODS PAGE 15
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No Questions

► Girl group
not readyfor
thebigtime
Review, Page 5

^Hip-hop
crooners have
funky soul
Review, Page 5

The Anderson County Fair
offers 9 qpans of
entertainment for people of all
ages.
^ >—
See page 2 for details
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Going in circles at the Anderson County Fair
KATIE SMOAK

assistant TimeOut editor
Cotton candy, funnel cakes,
roller coasters and live band performances. Where else could you
find all of these at one location,
but at a county fair? This year the
Anderson County Fair displays
not only the traditional favorites,
but also brings new aspects to the
popular event. This year's entertainment includes a live shark
show, that allows the diver to get
up close with Jaws-like creatures.while the kachunga and the
alligator shows demonstrate the
speed and agility of the alligator.
There is also a rock climbing wall,
a butter sculpture and grandstand music nightly. Some of the
performers who have visited the
fair include country singers Gary
Allan, Tracy Lawrence and Craig
Morgan. Events that are bound to
draw a crowd this upcoming
weekend
include
the
Championship Figure "8" Racing
and
the
World's
Largest
Demolition Derby. The Figure "8"

Racing makes its debut in the
form of auto racing. The drivers
must out-think and out-maneuver their competition as they
race around a figure eight. The
Demolition Derby tests drivers
and cars to the maximum. There
will be several qualifying heats
that determine which drivers will
compete in "The Feature". During
this round, the drivers demolish
their cars until one car remains
running the champion.
Another aspect of the fair is
the
livestock shows that
Anderson hosts. Beef cattle, dairy
cattle, goat and lamb exhibitors
from all over the state come to the
fair to compete with the other
animals among their breed. To
support the shows, the Anderson
County Fair makes over $50,000
in premiums and scholarships
available to the exhibitors.
You can also take a stroll
through a variety of exhibits
including agriculture, homes and
crafts, and an amateur art show.
The fair, which is being held

DAVID KALK/senior phorographei

NOT JUST FOR KIDS: People of all ages enjoy the games, rides and entertainment such as live shark shows.

until Sept. 23, offers a pleasant
variety of rides, games and foods,
and if you are lucky an animal
balloon creation from Tadpole
the Clown. One of the more popular rides that are brand new from
Strates Shows is the "Cliff hanger".
The thrill comes from being
strapped by a cable in the air,
while you go into a free-fall at
about 40mph and glide on your
own way to a stop. Other fearraising rides include the "Zipper",
in which you get locked into a
caged seat and fly relentlessly
back and forth in the air holding
on for dear life. The "Himalayan"
is another which twirls you
around until you can't even fathom the idea of perfect equilibrium.
If seeing your last corn dog
magically reappear isn't one of
your wishes, there are less exciting rides such as the infamous
bumper cars and the relaxing
swings.You also can view the sun
setting at the top of the Ferris
wheel. Or if you want to try your
luck at the games, there are plenty
of water guns, basket hoops, crazy
bikes and soaking-the-blokes to
go around for everyone. Although,
there are only stuffed animals to
choose from, lucky winners can
choose from a variety of popular
furry friends. There is Pokemon's
Pikachu, the Muppet's Kermit,
and the Powerpuffs Bubbles.
What could be better than that?
Perhaps only the food is your
desire? The candy apples, the popcorn, the boiled peanuts, the
pizza, the shaved ice, and oh... did
I mention they have candy
apples?
If you have been looking for
some way to connect with your
inner child and just have been
coming up with short of an original idea, perhaps it is time to take
a trip to the fairgrounds. Even if
you don't like rides, you are certain to find some form of entertainment there that will please
you. Freshman Jeff McNabb said,
"I'm always scared of the carniefolk, but once I get there I'm not

pour
some
•"
m

DAVID KALK/senior photographer

ROCKING THE BOAT: Connecting with your inner child is easy on timelessfair ground classics such as the Pirate Ship.
afraid because there are so many will open this weekend at 4 p.m.
things to do at the fairgrounds."
on Friday, Sept. 22 and will open
Even though many of the at noon Saturday, Sept. 23.
activities are geared towards Admission is $5 and is free for
young children, college students children under the age of 8.
can definitely have fun as well if Pihktng at the fairground is $3,
they want to feel youftg ,at heart. wlppplocal residents allow you to
But be careful while visiting the park for $2.
The Anderson
live shark show and the alligator County Fair is located at the
pits. (Apparently they have a Anderson County Fairgrounds,
sweet tooth for college kids!)
431 Williamston Road, off
The Anderson County Fair Highway 29 in Anderson.
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[gasoline.

on that fire in your belly.

You can fee! it m your gut. A burning desire to push yourself to the limit, then go beyond. With Army
ROTC, you'ii get a chance to fuel that desire. In the process, you'll learn skills you'll be using for
the rest of your life, like thinking on your feet, staying focused under pressure, taking charge. Register
for an Army ROTC course today. It's time to stoke that fire.

«»WY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take,
For more information, contact Major Mangan @ 656-3107 or mangan@clemson.edu
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Checking out the Chicks at the BI-LO Center
E.

KELLY LEACH

TimeOut editor
Hello, can we all say AWESOME! The Dixie Chicks concert
held at the BI-LO Center last
Sunday,
Sept.
17,
rocked

DAVID KALK/senior photographer

LET'ER: Natalie tore up the stage
with hit songs such as 'Cowboy
Take Me Away" and "Goodbye
Earl"

DAVID KAUI/senior photographer

STRUMMIN' IT UP: Emily plucked
outfun and peppy tunes that help
to send "Ely' to the top of the
charts.

Greenville so hard that the vibes almost audible singing with
could be heard all the way back Natalie and cheering to Martie's
to Clemson in the form of. ador- classic fiddle, not to mention
ing fans. If you missed out on the dancing along to Emily's impresaction,
consider
yourself sive guitar solos. Little things
unlucky. Unlike pop performers really set the concert apart from
such as Britney Spears, these any other, for instance, during
Southern chicks put on one hell their hit song off of Fly, "Cowboy
of a live concert, playing their Take me Away," the backdrop
own stuff as well as cover pieces turned to a blackish-blue color
of such sultans of song as Sheryl and stars were lit up against it.
As the song progressed, a giant
Crow and Bonnie Rait.
Opening the concert for the orange moon traveled across the
Chicks was country artist Ricky backdrop.
Skaggs. While half of the conOne of the hightlights of the
cert attendees were out in the concert had to occur about halfloggia buying food and memen- way through the show. Jumbotos, Skaggs opened up a can of tron screens came down on stage
unwanted country jamming. and the Dixie Chicks presented a
Comparable to a knee-slapping slide show of pictures of thembarn dance, it seemed as though a selves growing up. Complete
hayride should have been tour- with narration and playful
ing the floor while a one toothed punches at each other, these huge
banjo player named Jed screamed stars admitted the audience into
their personal lives for about 20
"Yeee-ha!"
Luckily, the country torture minutes and allowed their fans to
did not last for too long before^et learn about them as people. After
changes began and a giant float the slide show, the three relaxed
of a fly (for the group's "Fly Tour on a couch brought onstage and
2000") was set loose on the Natalie sang a beautiful rendition
crowd, floating to music and of "You Were Mine."
dropping goodies on the attenThe Dixie Chicks finished up
dees. In order to add to all the their concert on a high note,
hype, two members of MTV's The thanked the crowd and ran off
Real World came out and juiced stage as all lights in the center
up the crowd by conducting con- shut off. The audience was not
tests and fun activities. They about to let them escape so easily!
rewarded gifts and T-shirts, and Cheers, stomping and lighters
filled the
about 20
air
lucky fans
in
anxious
were "Just about everyone can relate to
anticipaawarded
tion of an
front row songs about needing the freedom to
to chase your dreams or dealing with a encore.
seats
Not willwatch the broken heart or falling in love or
1 x
e
ing
to
5Chicks
T,
I even
iust wantingo to be a-,,
little wild
disa p, J
„
perform, and crazy every now and then."
point the
crowd,
And
per form
MARTIE SEIDEL Natalie,
Dixie Chicks member Martie
Going ^^=^^=== ==^^=^=^^^= and
Emily
back
to
original feelings, once more— came back on ... but not onstage.
WOW!The girls rocked the stage When the lights blinked on,
and entire center, mixing in their Natalie was standing on the
older songs from Wide Open sound booth, and Martie and
Spaces that everyone loves such Emily were on opposite upper
.as "There's your Trouble" and tiers. "Goodbye Earl" filled the
"Tonight the Heartache's on Me" entire room and the jumbo-tron
as well as new songs from their screens on-stage flashed the
new CD, Fly. In short, these girls story as it played. Every female
delivered the whole nine yards in the audience sang along to the
by dancing, playing and singing hit (and very controversial) song
minus prerecorded tapes. On of two best friends who murder
every set, the audience was an abusive husband, who

DAVID KALK/senior photographer

FIRE IT UP: The Devil wouldn't want to mess with Martie'sfiddle during the concert.
"nobody
missed
at
all." emotions. As Martie explained,
Afterwards, the Dixie Chicks 'Just about everyone can relate to
resumed their places back on the songs about needing the freedom to"
stage for the closing song: "Wide chase your dreams or dealing with
Open Spaces." Reputedly, the a broken heart or falling in love or
group's favorite song, which was even just wanting to be a little wild
and crazy every now and then."
a beautiful closing.
Wild and crazy it was, and
Chided for being a strictly "girly"
concert, the songs played through- will be as the Fly Tour 2000 conout the duration of the concert were tinues across the nation, it will
universal. Women in the audience probably be awhile until the BIcould identify and men were able to LO center can once again taste
peek into how many of today's the fervor and emotion generated
young women feel. In general, the by these incredibly talented
songs were not gender specific "chicks."

Fueling up in Clemson old-school style at the Esso
SUZANNE JAMIR

senior staff writer
Continuing with our series of
articles on downtown Clemson,
this week The Tiger brings you the
story behind the Esso Club.
The Esso Club has been around
since the early 1900s and was
originally a service station and
small convenience store. As soon
as Prohibition ended, the establishment applied for a beer and
liquor license and was the first in
South Carolina granted such. The
Esso has been serving alcohol for
67 years, beating by far any other
bar in Clemson.
The original building was closer to the road, with an old-fashioned barn-style roof and a simple
awning. In the 1950s the current
building was raised, and the top of
the bar is actually made out of old
wooden seats from Death Valley.
The large square bar inside was
installed in 1980.
The next year, in the summer
of 1981, the Spitoono Festival
made its debut. The Esso Club did
not have enough money for beer,
so one of the bartenders, "Punk"
Bodiford, organized a festival to
raise money. Bands played for free
and the Esso Club sold T-shirts
and hats. Bodiford and his orga-

nizers called themselves the
"Redneck
Performing
Arts
Association." The festival is held
in August each year and has
grown so much that it is now held
at the armory.
Around 1986, the gas pumps
were removed for safety and business purposes. The patio was built
in 1988 in order to cater to the
growth of the Spitoono Festival.
The patio is a huge part of
Clemson tradition, immortalized
by the Steven Jordan prints that
portray the Esso porch and the
outline of the tiger paw in the
shadows on the floor. The addition of the porch is the most
recent change at the Esso Club. To
date, no huge screen TV's have
made their way into the bar. There
is a brand new ping-pong table,
which (my sources tell me) is all
the rage with the guys.
Indeed, this bar has retained
much of its small town atmosphere. Clemson locals and alumni
frequent the bar. Its a place where
everyone really does know everyone else. The Esso's location
makes it an ideal bar during home
games. Bartender Shannon Smith
says, "You don't realize how much
history this place has been here
for until you talk to all the alumni
who come in during home foot-

ball games. It's
really amazing."
The Esso has
won
numerous
"best sports bar"
awards
and
received a great
deal of recognition
for its atmosphere.
Owner Ron Lee
says, "The customers and the
history are the
most important
parts of the Esso
Club. We may not
be the biggest bar
in town, but we
have a lot to offer
along the lines of
location, service
and fun."
The bar has
many activities
that
extend
beyond football
SEAN HOELSCHOVsuff
games. During the ^^ SERV,CE. Qemson students, locals and alumni know that the Esso Club is the place
summer, the Esso.
..
. ,...
hosts Mexi Monday to continue tradition.
nights. During the fall, it offers playing and there is no cover. Of Regardless of when you go (and
acoustics on Wednesday nights course, there is happy hour you should go), you will discover
Clemson tradition at its finest
and live bands on Thursday and Monday through Friday 4-7 p.m.
The Esso Club is open from 3 and, depending on the night, at its
Friday. Saturday, Sept. 23 at 9 pm
Shades of Grey will be playing. p.m.- 2 a.m. Monday through wildest. Get band schedules as
Tickets are $3. Wednesday, Sept.27 Friday. Its hours on Saturday well as other information from its
at 10:30 pm Ben & Josh will be depend on football games. website, www.theessoclub.com.
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Find out what she will do to (or for)
the Beatles. Come find out for
yourself. Call656-2150.

Restaurante Mexicano

22,2000

Sites are a click away
FRANK SHORTER

staff writer

"Coming soon, online execut
i
o
n
s
http://www.death.com/main.ht
ml boasts that "soon" there will
be live broadcasting of executions over the web. I hope this is
a joke, but considering the supposed "decay of moral fiber in
America" and all, it may be serious.
While the chicken curse no
longer seems to have the stranglehold over Gamecock football
as
it
once
did,
http://www.chickencurse.home
stead.com/ is keeping a vigil to
the futility of sports at USC.
The Lou Holtz book tour and the
USC alumni directory are defiantly my favorite parts of this
site.
By South Carolina state law,
"merchandise may not be sold
within a half mile of a church
unless fruit is being sold." This

s

^t

and many other obfuscated
laws
can
be
found
at
http://www.dumblaws.com/.
Remember, ignorance of the law
is no excuse.
This next site comes from the
same helpful people who give
me pamphlets about how I'm
going to hell when I'm walking
across campus Friday night.
Movie reviews, news, and more,
available at http://www.landoverbaptist.org/.
Finally, if you're planning on
taking a road trip this weekend,
you may want to glance at
http://www.speedtrap.com/
before you leave. There are listings for each state and its major
cities for the most common
areas to receive a speeding ticket. This site relies on testimony
from those who have discovered
the speed traps the hard way, so
I usually read up before I trek to
unfamiliar ground.

iMul

t ion: t^. | http: / /www. landoverbapt ist.org/
/ebMa i I
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FULL BAR!

IVEMariachiBand!

Wednesday, October 11th
6:00 to 9:00pm
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iNISTRIES

A Godly Perspective Oil Local, National & World New

CLICK IF YOU DARE?
iNlV (6SUS CAN s-AVf IfOU FBOM TM£ HORRORS

HELLHOUSE

looo
AN INTERACTIVE JOURNEY

-7485
JVfc

JESTBOOK

At Michelin North America, we realize to appeal to the most innovative and creative minds
around the world, we must offer something unique-art attention getter... like a long - term
career plan. That's right, at Michelin we hire people for careers, not just jobs. By focusing on
each individual, every employe©shas the opportunity to broaden their skills and talents.
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"It is the most frightening costume
I nave ever seen," says Christian
store owner, Mis. Larry Rice. "And
when you add the blood the
a
severed demon head and the giant axe, you will wet
your pants and beg for salvation!"
Click Here For Every Gruesome Detail >

ngn

SAVE ME: For those with no social life, help exists in theform of web
sites that boast live executions, chicken curses and a tour of hell.

Career

You think this web site is hell?

We offer t^ie support and resources each employee heeds to improve upon technical and
interpersonal skirts, so that they misty reach both their personal and professional goals, fn .
addition to excellent training, you'll also be provided with competitive compensation, and most
importantly, real opportunities for growth!
Michelin is currently seeking candidates with the following majors:

ft

Spooky Holy Ghost Is
Scaring The Devil Out
Of Children!

• CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
• ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
• INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
• MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
• CERAMIC ENGINEERING
• COMPUTER SCIENCE
• MARKETING & SALES

Try looking at ours...
http;//tigei%c!emsort,e€fu
...or else we will beat you with sticks.

JJE*
Paid Advertisement

Communists have to wear clothes too.

JVli leacpe
Put your talent to work with ours and become part of our highly skilled team that makes
Michelin what it is today:

RBC

the global leader in the tire industry.

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT US AT THE CLEMSON CAREER EXPO ON SEPT. 26,
2000. TO SCHEDULE AN INTERVIEW, PLEASE CONTACT THE MICHEUN CAREER CENTER
AT CLEMSON UNIVERSITY.

www.michelin.com
An Equal Opportunity Employer.

<~T998\v

m MICHEL/M
d#mBM»muriiundiHfimy<mrtim.
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Editors Note: The Tiger staff does not approve of
communism or any communist organiztion.
If you see someone wearing an RBC
t-shirt,we suggest you hit them. 656-2150
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New sounds to chew on
15
Distracted
Epic Records

Son: Daddy please let me listen
to i5's new hit single "Distracted"
before 1 go to bed tonight. I pirated it off of Napster (plug) today.
Father: Alright my little Toys
'R' Us kid (plug), but first let me
send an email using my brand
new Palm VII (plug).
Son: Daddy when do you think
about love?
Father: Oh I don't know. I
guess I think about love while I'm
driving my BMW (plug), or while
I'm watching NFL football (plug)
on my wide screen Sony TV
(plug). Why, when do you think
about love?
Son: I think about love when i5
does. That is to say when I am
talking on my cell (plug:
Motorola) or while watching TRL
(plug: MTV) or while pouring
sugar in my cafe mocha blend
(plug: Starbucks).
Father: That's good son. I
remember when my dreams of
love were so innocent. Someday
you'll mature. You will move on
to larger domestic consumables.
Son: Dad do you find that any
of these objects 'distract' you
while you think about love?
Father: Of course not, those
objects are the very thinas^pat
remind us what love is. The people and things that you love will
change over time, but you will
always have Coca Cola (plug). It is
our basis for reality in a consumerist society.
Son: Thanks Dad.
Increase your utility: go and
buy this CD. Ladidi Ladida. I'd
really like to help you.
-Rob Barnett

Collaborating with Bianca
from Major Figgas on the second
track and recently release single
"I Don't Care," No Question is
redefining soul music.
After a spooky intro, the hiphop crooners from the ghettos of
North Philly settled into a set of
ballads and mid-tempo numbers
that gets numbing after six
tracks. The CD is a mind-blowing
21 tracks long, rare for a CD.
However, some tracks are snippets of dialogue or song, so it
doesn't drag on too long.
No Question has the flavor of
Dru Hill, Ginuwine, and a group
they probably never heard of—
Smooth Approach which uses a
falsetto lead on some songs; No
Question employs a female singer
for the effect.
Should you fork over your
hard earned money to buy this
CD? If you enjoy smooth vocals
mixed with a little hip hop, you
might want to try No Question.
-John Adam Wicklifte

i&tataH

At The Drive In

Relationship Of Command
Grand Royal Records

THE TIGER'S RATING GUIDE
At the Drive-in are Cedric,
Omar, Tony, Jim, and Paul. They
are
novel
sharpshooters
swarthed in rock prowess. That
is, one who listens would be subject to flying shot by these folks
wrapped, up in rock.
They also have hair styles that
harkemSSck to the days of heroic
heraldry swarthed in bell bottoms. That is, afros and stuff.
Obliquely political, At the Drivein has just as much Rage and a
little more smarts. These guys
have hearts, big red pulsing ones
that are swarthed in rock and
oblique political undertones.
It all sounds like a big heap of
punked-out emo fun, swarthed in
rock prowess. Be rocked.
-Bryan Smith

No Question
No Question
Ruffnation Records

Madonna
Maverick/Warner Bros

There's
a
reason
why
Madonna's a goddess. Music is
just one more justification for this
deistic title. In this album, the
queen diva has yet once again
transformed herself—this time

• •••••••••••••••it****************J

i Better Movie-going! *
•
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JTmtStar Stadium 141
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•

I*
Civic Center Dr. At Clemson Blvd. (Hwy 76) in Anderson, sc !•
!•
• Movies & snowtimes: 225-STAR or www.amstaranemas.com •
•
student Discount Tickets!
Available At information Desks
University union &
DIGITAL *
• STADIUM
Hendrix center
*
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LUXURY SEA'

<WMMM* "ye Pa*.
Sogood that we would experience it sober.
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Four Paws

Definitely worthyour time and money

£te£fe£fe

Three Paws

Not stellar, but worth checkingout.

ffefft

Two Paws

Not worthyour money, steal it/ram a friend.
0*0

+*

One Paw

An incredibly poor display of wasted effort.

Authentic Indian Cuisine

864-271-8875
59 Liberty Lane at
S. Pleasantburg Drive
in Greenville

EREO SOUND

•• ••••••••••••••••••**************
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Indian food is
IB1BST when
cooked fresh to
order! Not when
it is SUITING
warm!

COUPON
Buy One
Dinner
Entree, Get i
One FREE! !
expires 09/29/00

Southern Heritage Rally
Confederate Flag Rally
Pickens County Courthouse
Saturday, September 30,2000
11:00am — 1:00pm

you@clemsoHgrad.com
• Show your Clemson spirt through your email
address
• Keep this email regardless of who you use as
your Internet Service Provider
• A portion of the proceeds will be donated to
Clemson University

(rOtO

www.elemsongrad.com
to Sign Up
*150 per month for email forwarding
*5.00 per month for wail hosting

Innoy
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Music

Backed by the sterling Gamble
and Huff legacy and an abundance of natural talent No
Question represents the bold new
sound of hip-hop soul.
Their debut CD, the self-titled
No Question boasts this new
sound.

into the ultimate rhinestone cowgirl. She has successfully written,
performed and produced another
killer record with the artisitic
ease that is Madonna.
The title track and first single
from the album has proven to be
a club DJ's dream. But underneath the '80s subculture pop
sound, lyrics extolling the
virtues of music and how it
brings people together makes one
realize that the world should
always listen up when Madonna
speaks.
Toward the middle of the CD,
the song "Nobody's Perfect"
shows Madonna's more slowpaced style. I'll be the first critic
to compare Kid Rock and
Madonna in the respect that both
use the digitized voice-over system throughout their ballad
song. Actually, that's not a fair
comparison seeing as Madonna
has a voice and heaps of talent
and years to back her digital
mantras. Nobody may be perfect
Madonna, nobody but you that is.
The only thing we can ever
hope for now is that Madonna
doesn't leave us with but this 10track album for an entire year. It
excelled in every aspect of the
word. No wonder the first page on
the gay handbook is to "love
Madonna in all her ways"—we
wouldn't have it any other way.
-Will Brown

INDIA
PALACE
RESTAURANT

PAGE
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LonG DiSTflnce

SH0PPMG: fl IMLUOn+discounted products for secure purchase
•2 malls: i-Shop and IDu Superstore
ISP: $14.95 permonth imiimiTtD internet access
__~~
•no contract, 110 setup fees
^--—-"""
•5 email accounts, 1 Omb each
><•TOLL-f Rtt 24/7 Tech Support"
L0I16 DISTfinCE: As low as $0.03 per minute
0PP0RTUITV:Seeking Partner/Entrepreneurs to expand business
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www.excelir.com/bedenbaugh

Blood Pressure Research
We need volunteers to participate in a blood pressure screening to
determine eligibility for future research. If you are a nonsmoker, not
taking any prescription medications, and are between 18 and 30, you
can earn $3 in about 30 minutes and you may be eligible for an
additional research study that pays up to $150.
Call Cynthia Galloway, R. N. for more information at 656-4975
(office/voice mail OR e-mail response to cynthg@clemson.edu.
Sponsored by the National Institutes of Health and Clemson University
James A. McCubbin, Ph.D., Principle Investigator
Ar^ O f\ "t f\
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Falling in love with a band-aid named Muse
ALMOST FAMOUS

■ Company: Paramount
Pictures
■ Rated: R
■ Review:

«««»
THOMAS LEE

staff writer

Cameron Crowe follows up his
hit Jerry Maguire with the more
or less autobiographical Almost

THE WATCHER

■ Company: Paramount
Pictures
■ Rated: R

■ Review: «*£«**««£

KATIE SMOAK

Assistant TimeOut Editor
It seems that Keanu Reeves has
become hot property this year

Famous.
Heavily based on
Croweis first year as a Rolling
Stone reporter, the film follows
Crowe's alter-ego, William, as he
is lead cross country by the fictitious 70's band, Stillwater. Oh
yeah, one more thing, Crowe (or
William rather) is only 15 years
old. Along the way, William falls
in love with a band-aid (similar
to a groupie, but more of a muse),
Penny Lane.
Like Crowe's other films,
Almost Famous has its moments
of sappy sentimentality. But this
time out, his brilliance shines

through using subtlety to capture both humor and sorrow.
Helping
to
deliver
these
moments was a superb cast of
relatively unknown actors. The
film never drags and continually
captures the awe and overwhelming feeling that Crowe
experienced as a young writer in
an unknown world.
Almost
Famous is sure to be one of the
more captivating films to come
around the Clemson area this
fall. Almost Famous should be in
local theaters within the next
two weeks.

with a string of hits that have
fared well at the box office. In his
most recent movie endeavor, The
Watcher, Reeves plays a serial
killer who enjoys the cat-andmouse routine in which he takes
the life of young, single females
while intentionally involving FBI
agent James Spader in their unfortunate demises.
Although seeing Reeves portray a murderer is slightly unbelievable, he does a decent job convincing the audience that he is
capable of committing such

heinous crimes. Spader gives a
solid performance, while Marisa
Tomei (who plays Spader's psychologist), ends up being cast as a
decoy to help resolve the "game"
between Reeves and ' Spader's
characters.
The movie is a fair attempt to
create a suspenseful thriller and
although it lacks substance at
times, it deserves some applause
considering the weak attempts
the film industry has been producing in hopes of blockbuster
results.

BE STILL MY HEART: "Band-aid" Penny Lane (played by Kate Hudson)
toys with the heart ofyoung William Miller in Almost Famous.

Duets makes beautiful music at a theater near you
EMILY FAYE ABBOTT

Vanderbilt Hustler

(U-WIRE) NASHVILLE, Tenn.
— D.uets, the new Bruce Paltrow
movie, hasn't exactly been showered with praise since its release
last Friday.
Duets' release was held up
until Sept. 15 because of failed test
runs and disagreements on the
editing.
The movie was not shown to
t?he press prior to release, which is
a well-known sign in the movie
business that the film is a disappointment and not worth seeing.
That having been said, Duets
was thoughtful and very well
worth seeing.
It is an ensemble film with no
real star, which should come as a
surprise to anyone who has seen
the film's preview featuring
Academy
Award
winner
Gwyneth Paltrow, the director's
daughter.
As in many ensemble films,
Duets is theme-driven. All characters in the film are searching for

something to fulfill their lives.
They find that missing something
in Karaoke. The idea behind
Karaoke is best said by a singer
early in the film; it is "the chance
to be a star for three minutes."
Duets' is in essence a road trip
movie. The different characters in
the film are all on their way to
Omaha, Neb., for a Karaoke competition with a $5000 prize.
Paltrow plays an innocent
Vegas showgirl named Liv, who
has just recently found her father
Ricky (played by Huey Lewis).
Ricky is an unwilling parent who
is tricked into dragging Liv
around to watch him hustle at
Karaoke bars.
Paltrow shines in her portrayal
of the showgirl with a heart of
gold. Paltrow turns a character
that could be perceived as-ditzy
into one who is perceived as sweet
arid simple. She is also very
believable as a singer. She is
responsible for all her own vocals
in the film, and she has a beautiful voice.
Her rendition of "Bette Davis

Eyes" is flawless and exciting, and
is a high point in the movie.
Lewis plays a professional
Karaoke singer who finds out he
has a daughter in her 20s after his
former fling dies. He plays the role
adequately, but he is most convincing in his scenes with
Paltrow. One is left empty, however, in his solo singing sequences.
As an accomplished rock star
with Huey Lewis and the News,
he should do a better job convincing the audience that he is a fabulous Karaoke singer.
The crowd in the bars is
singing and dancing while Lewis
performs, but the audience in the
theater is left out on why.
Another side story centers on a
neurotic salesman named Todd
(played by Paul Giamatti) and an
ex-con named Reggie (played by
Andre Braugher) driving across
country to the competition while
on a crime spree.
Giamatti is exceptional in his
role as a travelling salesman
Eushed to the limit. He reaches his
reaking point after convincing a

committee to build a theme park
on a pristine beach, effectively
killing an entire species of turtles.
Braugher's portrayal of a desperate convict just trying to be
free is equally as good. His last
scene is the most heart-wrenching of the film. He is alone on a
stage, surrounded by policemen,
singing an a capella version of
"Freebird."
The least interesting and least
important side story includes
Scott Speedman of Felicity and
Maria Bello of Coyote Ugly.
Speedman plays an aspiring
priest turned cab driver who tries
to help a struggling Karaoke diva,
Suzi Loomis, make it to California.
They get sidetracked on the

festival *

Exploiters of the World Beware
"My name is Will - Will Bryant.
I fight communism for a living.
I help The Tiger fight communism."

way to California, and end up in
Omaha for the competition with
the other wanderers.
This film will probably not be
up for any Oscars this year, but
perhaps it should be. Paltrow,
Giamatti and Braugher give outstanding performances as lost
souls looking for love and understanding.
However, Duets is lacking
something that keeps it from
beirig^ great film. In a word, it
lacks cohesion. It hops around
from scene to scene until the end,
when the movie reaches an exciting, but bizarre, climax.
Despite its problems, Duets is
an interesting film that is well
worth the price of admission.
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Help the cause. Call 656-2150

Vhere in the Vorl
Will You BeitS
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Imagine yourself • • •
advising businesspeople in the former Soviet
Republic of Kyrgyzstan, teaching English in
Thailand, preventing the spread of AIDS in
Africa, or promoting environmental awareness
in Honduras.
Find out more about 1000's of exciting
international opportunities when
Peace Corps representatives visit your
campus this week!

^^ Peace Corps
VQ5^ The Toughest Job You'll Ever Lovel

For event details,
call (800) 424-8580
or visit
Me>Af*) r^W^T Pyp&h, W<£

,*

where you can apply
online today!
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Boy-band-ophobia has swept the nation amongthe young males
Basically, I have been asked to er—but more importantly, a comburst out of my confines of the mentator.
safe, two-page editorial section
One thing I have noticed is the
where world and
boy-bandcampus issues are
ophobia
tackled each week
that has
and have a deep,
swept over
mind-expanding
much of
ed Brown
(sans the psycheour demodelics of course)
editorial editor
graphic,
foray into what we
especially
here at The Tiger
amongst
affectionately refer
the male
to as "Time Out." I
of
the
must admit, much to my chagrin, species. This is actually quite
that coming up with a topic in unfortunate seeing as how the
respect to the entertainment busi- vast majority of us guys are
ness is actually somewhat of a indeed closet case N'Sync fanatics.
task, which I find ironic because Don't deny it. The more you
at any moment during the day, protest it and emphasizeyour
you could probably very well find loathing for these fab five, the
me commenting on what so-and- more you actually like them. It's
so was wearing, what was on last what we observers and commennight on TV or the "have you tators have labelled "over-comheard such-and-such's new song." pensation." The concept behind
I tend to be a watcher and observ- the nouveau "over-compensation"

lies in the fact is that the more
something is put down, the more
it is actually liked by the person
doing the putting down. You're
not fooling anyone, trust me.
Psychotherapists everywhere
would recommend that you
accept your love for N'Sync—your
prostrations will only continue
hurting you and the ones you love.
What's there to hate? Look at the
symptoms. You know all their
lyrics. I have seen you guys atTD's,
acting like you don't know the
lyrics when your lips are syncing
the songs. You don't fool the
mighty observer. You're jealous. I
see it in your eyes. I'm calling you
out.
And anytime one of you is
caught in the middle of a conversation on "who's your favorite"
when talking about N'Sync you
do this "umm... that Justin what'shis-face ... oh yeah Timberlake."
Please. Who do you think you're

really kidding. That answer ers, N'Sync has eaten up the fact
sounds too well practiced to be that they are teeny boppers'
dreams come true. For this I defigenuine.
And let's face it, they were by nitely admire them, and all you
far the most kickass performance guys should too. That's business
at the VMAs this year. It's OK, pure and simple. And they are
that's pretty much a consensus apparently masters at their task.
So what's the problem boys?
across the board, no need to knock
them, everybody agrees with you Hopefully this has enlightened
you as to what the right thing is to
here.
Sure, it is well known that do. It is OK to like N'Sync. It doesN'Sync is a over-regurgitated by- n't make you gay (necessarily).
product of Disney (a.k.a. Orlando). You are an educated listner who
And for that most of guys tear, can appreciate capitalism at its
them down. Just look at them, finest. They sing real songs, no Til
their perfectly fixed coiffs and be the one" BS. They have the balls
immaculate wardrobes. Don't you to say "bye, bye, bye" to that bitch
think they know what they are? of a girlfriend. Embrace J.C.Justin,
Are they really all wrapped in the Joey, Chris and Lance. They love
flashiness of that they're just plain you more than she does. And it's
stupid. Watch them through an quite all right if you love them too.
observer's eye and you'll see that Will Brown is a senior majoring in
they relish in the fact that they're a biochemistry. Email comments
boy band. While Backstreet and to letters ©tiger.clemson.edu.
98 Degrees are trying to establish
themselves as viable music mak-

MTV irresponsible in awarding real slim shady
SARAH TOPY

the Lantern (Ohio State U.)
(U-WIRE) COLUMBUS, Ohio Standing outside of Radio City
Music Hall during the 2000 MTV
Video Music Awards, Eminem performed his hit song, "The Real Slim
Shady," with 40 clones in white T
shirts and blue jeans.
The song, which includes prejudiced references concerning
homosexuals, and insults basically all of the pop music industry, is
almost as controversial as the
artist himself.
Eminem's hateful lyrics, and
violent messages have long been
deemed inappropriate by polSticians and parents alike. HbvSfver,
in this case, the issue isJ not
Eminem himself but the way that
MTV has responded to him.
When introducing Eminem at
the Video Music Awards, actor Jim
Carrey said, "He scares me. He
scares me a little. His lyrics are
completely socially unacceptable,
but you know what, if we all spend
a little time with our kids, I think
it will all be OK."
Nice sermon. Nice sentiment.
But let's get real.

She has way
too much
fun up here
if you know
what I mean.
Game Over
Call The
Tiger at

6560986.

Yes, morality begins and ends
in the home, and is largely due to
our parents influence. And yes,
blaming teenage violence on
Eminem or any other celebrity is
ludicrous. But so is ignoring the
correlation entirely.
In one of his songs, "Kim,"Eminem pretends to murder his
own wife, using some of the most
graphic and deplorable language
ever recorded on a CD. At the end
of the song, he screams, "Now
bleed, bitch, bleed!/ Bleed!!/ Bleed!"
In another song, • called "Who
Knew," he sings: "Take drugs! Rape
sluts! Make fun of gay clubs! Men
who wear makeup!"

My 16-year-old sister and her
friends listen to these songs for
hours and find nothing wrong
with them. The problem with
music like this is that it desensitizes us. to violence and prejudice,
and when we hear about a school
shooting or a hate crime, we do not
feel the outrage we should.
As a venue for teenagers and
young adults, MTV has the
responsibility to make sure that its
audience understands the seriousness of crime and hate. And it cannot successfully convey this message when it awards Eminem's
song "The Real Slim Shady" Best
Video of the Year.

In its first airing on Sept. 7, the
MTV Video Music Awards had an
audience of seven million viewers.
The program has been re-aired
countless times since then, and
countless more people have seen
the show. By not just allowing
Eminem to participate, but
rewarding his music with three
awards - tied for the most of any
performer - MTV has rewarded a
man who preaches discrimination
and violence.
Eminem has the right to sing
whatever he wants; MTV has the
right to air whatever it wants. But
it also has the responsibility to
teach its impressionable viewers

about tolerance and peace. Airing
an ad about hate crimes against
homosexuals, immediately after
Eminem has performed on the
awards show, is not sufficient.
MTV must realize that it exerts
a tremendous amount of influence
over its audience. It must no longer
view reprehensible lyrics as
innocuous.
Airing Eminem is MTV's prerogative, as well as its right. But
rewarding and glorifying him
sends a message that there is nothing wrong with his behavior.
And to quote Jim Carrey, that is
"completely socially unacceptable."

College of
Agriculture,
Forestry &
Life Sciences

Career Fair 2000
Thursday, Sept. 28 ; 10AM-4PM
at the Student Hendrix Center
Come and visit with your future!
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What's
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 22

• Machinal at the Brooks
Center's Bellamy Theater.
Showing October 3-8 at 8 p.m.
• Cambradyne at the Esso
Club 11 p.m.
• Karaoke with Ed Miller
and Kerry at the Back Bar at
TD's 11 p.m.
• The American Dream at
the Warehouse Theatre 8
p.m.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27

• Shades of Grey at the
Esso Club, $3 cover 9 p.m.
• Flat Rock Music Festival
at Camp Ton-A-Wandan. Sept.
22-24
• Sherlock's Last Case at
the Clemson Little Theatre.
Showing Sept. 22-24
• Annie Get Your Gun at the
Greenville Little Theatre.
Showing Sept. 22, 23, 28-30.
Oct. 5-7 at 8 p.m.
• Les Miserables at the
Peace Center in Greenville.
Showing Sept. 20-24
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 23
• Shades of Grey at the
Esso Club, $3 cover 9 p.m.
• Super V at McP's, $5
cover 11 p.m.

• Ben & Josh at the Esso
Club, no cover 10:30 p.m.
• Inherit the Wind at The
Warehouse Theatre. Showing
Sept. 27-30, Oct. 6 & 7 at 8
p.m.
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 28
• The American Dream at
the Warehouse Theatre.
Showing Sept. 28-30 at 11
p.m.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 5

• Scenic Drive with
EvenEther at the Fubar Club in
Columbia.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 3

• Karaoke with Ed Miller .
and Kerry at the Back Bar at
TD's 11 p.m.

• Jump Little Children at the
Esso Club 10:30 p.m.
• Super V at McP's, $5
cover 11 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 11

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 7

• Tina Turner with Joe
Cocker at the Bi-Lo Center
7:30 p.m.

• Alan Jackson and George
Jones at the Bi-Lo Center 8
p.m.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 12

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 8

• Poet Robert Morgan will
talk about "The Voice of the
Story" at the Brooks Center
7:30 p.m.
• Bill Stanton at the Esso
Club, no cover 10:30 p.m.
• Dance Party with 93.3
Planet and Amanda at the Back
Bar at TD's 11 p.m.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 29

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 10

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 6

• Dezeray's Hammer with
EvenEther at Tiger Town Tavern.
• Dance Party with 93.3
Planet and Amanda at the Back
Bar at TD's 11 p.m.

• Beginning of Earth
Science week at the Bob
Campbell Geology Museum 1
p.m.
MONDAY, OCTOBER 9

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 13

• Oh Freedom After While in
Vickery Hall 7:30 p.m.

• EvenEther at Roadrunners
in Columbia.

VSGO^P&S
Aries (March 21 - April 19)

Another great week is in store
for you. Jupiter, Mars and
Pluto are all misaligned,
which for you is a good thing.
Taurus (April 20 - May 20)

Hang out in the
amphitheater just once
this week, it'll help you
look back and reflect on
why you're here in the
first place..
Gemini (May 21 - June 20)

Wondering what to do
this week because there's
no football game? Jupiter
tells me that you'll be
busy all week with geology homework, even if you

Virgo (Aug 23 - Sept 22)

don't take geology. Oh
well, have a nice week
studying.

Do not procrastinate
this week. It's not going
to do you any gooa to put
off all of your homework
until Friday, especially if
the stuff is due on
Wednesday.

Cancer (June 21 - July 22)

Do not avoid doing
homework at all this
week. It's vital that you
get it all on done; sometimes your professors just
might just test you on it.

Libra (Sept 23 - Oct 22)

Join as many student
organizations as possible
this week. It seems to me
and the stars that you've
been spending too much
time in the dorm room.

Leo (July 22 - August 22)

I see that you're having
problems with your roommate. Have no fear, there
are plenty of empty
spaces in overflow housing, and it sure to make
this horrible week a lot
better.

Scorpio (Oct 23 - Nov 21)

in the ol' dorm room
showers. Something
funky is going on in there.
If you live close enough to
home, head home to
bathe. If not, use a lot of
perfume and avoid sweating..
Sagittarius (Nov 22 - Dec
21)

Take a long walk this
week to clear your head;
I'm sure your roommate
wouldn't mind the tjffie
away from you either.
Felt like you had a bad
week? Don t worry, things
are looking up this time

Crossword Puzzle
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Aquarius (Jan 20 - Feb 18)

Worried that you won't
have anything to do this
weekend because there's
not going to be a football
game? Don't worry anymore, they'll be another in
justf'two weeks.
Pisces (February 19 - March 20)

Capricorn (Dec 22 - Jan 19)

The alignment of the
stars this week urges me
to tell you not to snower

around. This week proves
to be the best since you've
been here, trust me. Hey, I
read the stars for this one.

Swim with the fishes this
week. After a wild Friday
night you'll be taking a dip in
the reflecting pond, so wear
your suit when you go out.
~K.T. Charisma
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Week's Crossword
Puzzle Below
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42 Ireland
43 Wire
48 Snow at head of glacier
49 Frost
50 Tides
51 Former Russian emperor
52 Food chewed a second time
53 Edges
DOWN
1 Fuel
2 Altitude (abbr.)
3 Meadow
4 On an incline
5 Two
6 Past
7 Sane
8 Caustic substance
9 Stay
10 Female (suf.)
11 Sow
16 Shelter
20 Lofty
21 Snatch
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ACROSS
1 Fair
5 Ballet step
8 Fears
12 Beers
13 Em
14 Tartly
15 Horse
17 Small hawk
18 Over (Poetic)
19 Said
21 Probe
24 Rotatable disc
25 Anger
26 Openly
30
Baba
31 Husk
32 Fish eggs
33 Vent for release of gas
35 Turner
36 Atilia was their king
37 Iliad author
38 Chasm
41 Heat source
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22 Small stream
23 Stew
24 Disputes
26 Speech sound
27 Crowd
28 Sole
29 Leap
31 Avoid
34 Complainer
35 Extended time
37Cok>r
38 Lease
39 Greek God of War
40 Long live (it.)
41 Winter vehicle
44 Old coin
45 Hitter's average (abbr.)
46 Type of weapon (abbr.)
47 Manuscripts (abbr.)
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